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Abstract 

The first polarization transfer measurement in the (e,e'p) reaction on a complex 
nucleus, a study of the exclusive reaction l6Q( e, e'P) tsN-, is discussed in this the
sis. This experiment was performed at Jefferson Lab, using the Hall A Focal Plane 
Polarimeter. This was the first experiment to use polarized beam at Jefferson Lab. 
Simultaneous measurements were also made for the H(e, e'P) reaction allowing a pre
cise comparison between the form factor ratios for free and bound protons. Since the 
helicity-dependent, longitudinal (P{) and transverse (P[) components of the polar
ization of the recoil proton are sensitive to the electromagnetic form factors GE and 
G M of the proton inside the nuclear medium, these polarization transfer observables 
can be used to look for possible medium modification effects on the form factor ratio 
for the bound proton. The systematic uncertainties involved in performing a recoil 
polarimetry measurement are minimal, and the theoretical uncertainty (mainly cor
rections to the Impulse Approximation) are also small. Therefore this measurement 
provides a sensitive test of the predictions of medium-induced changes in the form fac
tor ratio. Results were obtained for two recoil momentum points, 85 and 140 MeV fc, 
at a Q2 of 0.8 (GeV fc) 2 in quasielastic, perpendicular kinematics. Within statistical 
uncertainties, the results are in good agreement with theoretical calculations for the 
polarization observables obtained assuming free values for the form factors, i.e., the 
results are consistent with the absence of medium modifications of the nucleon elec
tromagnetic structure. This experiment provides a strong basis for the forthcoming 
high precision measurements of the ratio G E / G M in the nuclear medium. 

xviii 
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Chapter 1 

Introduction. 

vVith the newly commissioned Focal Plane Polarimeter (FPP) at Jefferson Lab, 

Hall .-\., we are able to access the spin degrees of freedom of the electromagnetic inter

action of the nucleon via the recoil polarization technique. This thesis discusses the 

results for the first polarization-transfer experiment in the (e,e'p) reaction performed 

on a complex nucleus (a nucleus heavier than deuterium). This experiment stud

ied the medium modification effects on the nucleon by comparing the polarization

transfer observables measured for the three valence states of the 160 nucleus, lp112 , 

lp312 and ls1; 2 , to those measured for the free proton. This is the first experiment to 

use the recoil polarimetry technique to look for medium modification effects on the 

electromagnetic form factor ratio G s/G M for the proton inside a medium. 

This thesis is separated into sLx chapters and several appendices, as follows. 

The present chapter discusses the advantages of using the electromagnetic probe 

as opposed to hadronic probes, exclusive scattering (e,e'p), as opposed to inclusive 

scattering ( e,e'), and the use of recoil polarimetry methods to measure form factor 

ratios as opposed to the Rosenbluth separation technique. The chapter concludes 

with a brief introduction of the present experiment. 

The second chapter describes the formalism for coincident polarized electron 

scattering with a special emphasis on the coincident A(e, e'P)B reaction. We introduce 

3 
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the 18 independent response functions used to describe this reaction and discuss 

the response functions in the two cases of the Plane 'Nave Impulse Approximation 

(P\VIA) and the Distorted Wave Impulse Approximation (DWIA). The third chapter 

discusses the theoretical calculations relevant to the present results. It also contains 

a discussion on the past evidence from the quest for medium modification effects 

and takes us to the more recent calculations on this subject leading to the present 

study of medium modification effects. The fourth chapter gives a detailed discussion 

of the experimental setup used for this measurement. The fifth chapter deals with 

the details of the data analysis and includes a description of how the polarization 

observables were extracted, starting from the raw event data in the detectors used. 

Finally the sixth chapter contains the results for both the H and the 160 data with a 

comparison to the available theories. The chapter concludes with a discussion of the 

results, and the outlook for future experiments. 

1.1 The electromagnetic probe. 

One of the fundamental problems of nuclear physics has been to develop a 

complete understanding of the electromagnetic structure of the nucleus. Electron 

scattering allows us to investigate the electromagnetic structure of the relevant nu

clear (hadronic) states with confidence, since certain properties of the electromagnetic 

interaction make electron scattering a special tool [1]: 

• The electromagnetic interaction is very well described by the fundamental the

ory of Quantum Electrodynamics (QED). Thus, in considering electron scatter

ing from hadrons, the leptonic part of the reaction can be presumed to be very 

well known, allowing one to probe the nuclear current. In the case of hadronic 

probes (protons and pions), the effects of the reaction mechanisms are difficult 

to separate from those of the underlying nuclear structure. 
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• The electromagnetic coupling, characterized by the fine structure constant 

a = e2 jnc ~ 1/137.036, is relatively small, and thus the reaction can be de

scribed by the one photon e.xchange approximation. 

• Since the electromagnetic interaction is not so weak as the weak interaction (for 

example, neutrino scattering), typical cross sections are not so smalL However, 

since the coupling constants for strong interactions are larger than for the elec

tromagnetic interaction, the use of a hadronic probe will allow the experimenter 

to utilize a higher cross-section (requiring less beam time and luminosity) than 

with an electron beam. 

• The hadronic probes, due to the relatively large non-perturbative coupling, only 

sample the surface of the nucleus while the electrons penetrate the entire nuclear 

volume. 

However, one disadvantage of using electrons as a probe is that, due to the 

small mass of the electron, even at relatively low energies one has to worry about 

radiative corrections in the analysis. 

1.2 Inclusive vs. exclusive electron scattering. 

There are two general types of electron scattering e.xperiments: inclusive scat

tering and exclusive scattering. In the case of inclusive experiments, (e,e'), one detects 

only the scattered electron, which means that the final state of the nucleus can be 

one of many possible final states. Figure 1.1 shows the variation of the cross sec

tion as a function of the energy transfer, w, for a typical inclusive electron scattering 

experiment, [2]. 
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At the lowest value of the energy transfer, w the first sharp peak in this spec

trum at w=Q2 /2A (where A is the mass of the nucleus, and Q2 is the four momentum 

transfer where li=c=l.) corresponds to elastic scattering of electrons off of the nu

cleus. The discrete states immediately above the elastic peak correspond to the target 

nucleus being excited to nuclear excited states following the scattering. At still higher 

w, the "giant resonance" peaks correspond to collective excitation of the nucleus. 

The bump centered around w=Q2 /2A/N, (where kiN is the mass of the nucleon) the 

quasielastic peak, corresponds to scattering of the electrons off individual nucleons. 

This is the region at which the present data were collected. In this region the energy 

transfered by the electron matches the energy required to elastically scatter off a sin

gle nucleon. Thus, in this region, it is most likely that the energy transfer given by a 

single photon is absorbed by a single nucleon which is knocked out without disturbing 

the rest of the nucleus. The width of the quasielastic peak is experimentally shown 

to be due to the Fermi motion of the nucleons inside the nucleus [3), [4), [5]. At 

yet higher values of w come two broad bumps corresponding to nucleon e.'Ccitations to 

higher ~ and N* resonances. Finally comes the deep inelastic region where the quark 

scaling behavior (i.e., the quark-gluon behavior of the nucleon becomes dominant) is 

e.xpected to play a role. 

In the case of unpolarized ( e,e') scattering off a nucleon, the differential cross 

section depends only on two response functions, RL and Rr: 
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du 
dO= 

UM = 

7 

(1.1) 

(1.2) 

where uM is the Mott cross section, a is the fine structure constant, Be is 

the electron scattering angle, and Ei is the initial electron energy. RL and RT are 

the longitudinal and transverse response functions which can be expanded in terms 

of multi-pole operators of the charge and current density of the nucleus. RL and 

RT are the only two response functions that can be determined from an analysis of 

unpolarized inclusive scattering data. This RL, RT separation is made by varying the 

kinematics of the incident and scattered electrons (such as the incident energy and 

the scattering angle) while keeping the energy transfer (w) and the three-momentum 

transfer (q') fixed (Rosenbluth separation for inclusive scattering [7]). 

Figure 1.2 shows the charge distribution for 160 nucleus obtained from a 

Fourier tranHform of experimental data [8], compared to theoretical calculations. 

The agreement is reasonable. 

••o 
~Em 

-- THIS WOitK 

·-· DDitF 

0.01 

0~-----~----~--~~--~~~-
0 ' 5 

r(f•l 

Figure 1.2: Charge density distribution for 160 taken from Ref. [6}. The experimental 
results are from [8}. the curve labelled "This work" is from Ref. [9} and the Density 
Dependent Hatree-Fock, "DDHF" curve is from Ref. [10}. 
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In order to probe nuclear structure further, one has to use exclusive (coinci

dence) electron scattering. In exclusive electron scattering, in addition to detecting 

the momentum and angle of the scattered electron, one or more other spectrome

ters are used in coincidence with the scattered electron to detect the knocked-out 

particles. In this case the final state of the nucleus can be determined or at least 

partially constrained. If the ejected particle is a proton, the reaction is called (e,e'p). 

In the case of unpolarized coincidence experiments it is possible to determine four 

response functions (Rc., Rr, Rc.r and Rrr), where the response function separation 

is achieved by varying the electron kinematics in analogy with the Rosenbluth sepa

ration. Additional spin degrees of freedom enter into polarized coincidence electron 

scattering, which is the technique used to obtain the present data, is described in 

detail in Chapter 2. 

1.3 Form factors. 

The form factors of the nucleon give information about the internal structure 

of the nucleon. Particularly, the Sachs form factors, G E and G M are the Fourier 

transforms of the nucleon charge and magnetic moment distributions respectively. In 

the case of a proton, as Q2 goes to zero, G E -t 1 and G M -t p.. Here p. is the magnetic 

moment of the proton. Another set of form factors, commonly used by theorists, the 

Dirac (Fl) and Pauli (F2) form factors are related to GE and GM by 

kQ2 
GE = Fr - M2 F2 

4 N 
(1.3) 

(1.4) 

Here k is the anomalous magnetic moment of the proton and is related to the magnetic 

moment of the proton, p. by 

(1.5) 

As Q2 goes to zero, F 1 -t 1, F 2 -t 1 in the case of a proton. 
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1.4 Rosenbluth separation technique and the re

coil polarization technique. 

Until now all studies have used the conventional Rosenbluth separation tech

nique to measure medium modification effects on the nucleon. The experimental 

results obtained from this method will be discussed in Chapter 3. 

1.4.1 Rosenbluth separation technique. 

For the specific case of elastic ( e,e') scattering from the nucleon the inclusive 

cross section, Eq. 1.1 can be expressed as 

Here T = Q2/4A1~, [d~Jn, is the Mott cross section times a target recoil factor. 

The above equation can be simplified as 

(1.i) 

Here, 

{1.8) 

where e is the virtual photon's longitudinal polarization which ranges from 0 

to 1 as 9e goes from 1r to 0 in radians. For Rosenbluth separation, it is convenient to 

define a reduced cross section which is a function of Q2 and e: 

du e(l + r) du 
[dO ]reduced = [~J [d{l }Rosenbluth 

e dncns e 
(1.9) 

x [rGi£(Q2
) + eG~(Q2)}. (1.10) 
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Using this equation, a set of measurements at fLxed Q2 but different values of 

Ei and 8e can be used to determine the form factors. The reduced cross sections are 

usually plotted against E with rGi1 as the intercept and G~ as the slope. 

Since data taken under different kinematical conditions are used in the ex

traction of the form factors from the Rosenbluth separation technique. the extracted 

form factors are sensitive to systematic errors in electron beam energies, the angles of 

both the scattered electron and the ejected proton, and the spectrometer acceptances. 

Furthermore, at high Q2 , rGl1 >> G~. Thus determination of the Rosenbluth slope 

( G~) is very difficult. As will be shown in Chapter 2, the form factor ratio can be 

determined using spin degrees of freedom as in the case of the present experiment. In 

this way, the systematic error cau be reduced since this determination is performed at 

only one kinematical configuration. As will be shown in Chapter 3, since theoretical 

calculations show that polarization-transfer coefficients are insensitive to Final State 

Interaction (FSI), and Meson Exchange Current (MEC) effects, (in contrast to an 

Rr., RT separation, where the contributions due to these effects are significant) the 

interpretation of a polarimetry measurement will be much cleaner. 

1.4.2 Principles of recoil polarimetry. 

In the recoil polarimetry technique, the spin dependence of the nuclear inter

action is determined by measuring the polarization of particles in their final state. At 

intermediate energies, an asymmetry measured from a secondary scattering analyzer 

(polarimeter) is used to calculate these final state polarizations. In most laboratories, 

12C is used as this secondary scatterer. A Focal Plane Polarimeter (FPP) contains 

the secondary scatterer and the detectors to measure particle tracks before and after 

the secondary scattering. The Jefferson Lab, Hall A FPP is described in greater de

tail in Chapter 4. Due to the spin-orbit force, proton-12C scattering is azimuthally 

asymmetric. The degree of this asymmetry is a measure of the polarization of the 

proton. A sketch of this scattering reaction indicating the two angles of interest is 
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shown in Fig 1.3. 
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Figure 1.3: Schematic diagram showing the two angles of interest, 8 !PP and l/J IPP• 

measured by the FPP. 

The probability that a proton scattering off a 12C nucleus with a spin depen

dent asymmetry is defined as the analyzing power of the FPP. The analyzing power 

of the secondary scatterer (A c) is a function of the scattering angle 8 fpp and the ki

netic energy of the incident proton (Tp). Ac has been determined for a considerable 

range of angles and kinetic energies at several laboratories using protons with known 

polarizations [15], [16], [17], [18], [19]. A typical distribution of Ac as a function 

of the scattering angle 8/pp is shown in Figure 1.4, taken from [18]. 

As the figure shows, for small angle scattering events of 8 fpp (about 90% of 

the scattered events) have no analyzing power. This is the main drawback of the 

recoil polarimetry technique: in spite of all the advantages, the efficiency of the FPP, 

which is the ratio of the number of nuclear scattered events to that of incident events 

on the carbon analyzer, is only around 10%. The statistical error on the measured 

polarization P of Nine incoming particles is given by 

AP = vf2 . 
F~ 

(1.11) 
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Figure 1..1: Analyzing power vs ()IPP for p-12C reaction obtained for different proton 
kinetic energies [18]. 

Here the constant F. the figure of merit, is a quantity characteristic of the 

polarimeter. F is defined via 

{1.12} 

Here f is the efficiency of the FPP. 

From an FPP we can measure two polarization components, the normal com

ponent (PiP) and transverse component (P(P) at the focal plane. Due to rotational 

invariance, the longitudinal component, which is along the momentum direction of 

the incident proton, cannot be determined. (PlP) and (P/P) are measured by the 

azimuthal distribution of the events scattered from the secondary scatterer. The 

variation of the cross section is related to the polarization observables at the focal 

plane, (PlP) and (P(P) by the functional form: 

u±((Jfw,¢/PJhT} =ut((Jfpp,T)[l + Ac(()Jpp,T}((P(P)sin¢rpp- (P~)cos¢rpp)J. 

(1.13) 

Here, u+ and u- are the azimuthal angle distributions of the protons rescat

tered in the analyzer corresponding to helicity + and helicity - electrons respectively, 

while ut and u0 are the total number of rescattered protons for + and - helicity 
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state respectively. By fitting this functional form in the equation below to the a± 

distribution, one can determine (P!P) and (P(P) at the focal plane. Then knowing 

how the spin precesses when the proton travels through the magnetic elements of 

the spectrometer, one can generally determine all three components of the final state 

polarizations at the target. This procedure is described in more detail in Chapter 5. 

For the determination of the polarization observables from the focal plane 

asymmetries, a favorable value for the spin precession angle x has to be chosen. 

For illustrative purposes, consider the simple dipole case (where the spectrometer is 

approximated to a pure dipole), in which the polarization observables at the target 

are related to the focal plane asymmetries by 

nr _ (b)dif!erence 
rt

.4ch 
nr _ (a)dilference 
r,

.-lc hsinx 

Pn = (a)sum 
Achcosx 

(1.14) 

(1.15} 

(1.16} 

Here a and b are the coefficients of the sin,P lw and cos,P lw terms of the tP fpp 

distributions respectively. For the polarization transfer observables, sin x should be 

as large as possible. However, this was not much of a problem for us since in our case 

x -11,0, which gives a value of 0.89, close to the maximum of 1, making the focal 

plane asymmetries large, thereby reducing the statistical uncertainties. 

1.5 The present experiment. 

This thesis discusses the data for the polarization-transfer observables (f't and 

P[) from Jefferson Lab experiment E89033 [20]. The induced polarization (Pn) results 

will be discussed in another thesis [21]. This experiment used the recoil polarization 

technique for the first time to look for medium modification effects in a complex 

nucleus. Comparison of H and 160 data taken from the same setup and at the same 
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kinematics, allows for a cleaner interpretation. The measurement was performed at 

Q2 = 0.8 (GeV /c)2 and at quasielastic, perpendicular kinematics. The kinematics for 

the experiment are detailed below. 

• Throughout the experiment, 

- The beam energy was 2.445 Ge V. 

- The electron spectrometer was at Oe =23.4°. 

* central value of energy transfer, w = 430 MeV, and momentum trans

fer, q=lOOO MeV /c. 

• H(e, e'P) calibration data 

Kinematic setting 8pq 

parallel oo 

85 MeV/ c pmiss of 160 3.2° 

• 
160(e,e'P) production data 

Kinematic setting f)pq 

85 MeV fc pmiss 3.2° 

140 MeV fc pmiss 7.9° 

Here fJpq is the angle between the q and the outgoing proton momentum, and pmiss is 

the nucleon initial momentum in the simplistic Plane Wave Impulse Approximation 

(PWIA} case. These are defined in Chapter 3. 
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Chapter 2 

The reaction A (e, e'PJ B. 

In this chapter we will discuss the formalism for coincident polarized electron 

scattering. We will obtain the differential cross section in terms of 18 independent re

sponse functions and relate individual polarization observables for a complex nucleus 

at the target to the particular response functions. Then we will discuss the individual 

polarizations and how they are related to the electromagnetic form factors for the 

simple case of a free proton. This relationship allows us to obtain an experimental 

value for 1-' !:!.LaG (which goes to 1 as Q2 goes 0) for the free proton. The impact on the 
M 

extracted response functions from the use of the Plane Wave Impulse Approximation 

(PWIA) and the Distorted Wave Impulse Approximation (DWIA) is also discussed 

in this chapter. 

Exclusive experiments go beyond their inclusive counterparts in that they pro

vide important additional information which is unavailable when only the scattered 

electron is detected. In exclusive reactions we focus on a particular final state channel 

corresponding to the particle detected in coincidence with the scattered electron. The 

reaction A(i,e'j))B, where polarized electrons are used to eject polarized protons from 

an unpolarized target, has several advantages over an unpolarized reaction: 

1. The additional measurable quantities are discrete spin degrees of freedom which 

can be accessed by providing a polarized electron beam and using a polarimeter 

15 
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for the ejected proton. 

2. The discreteness of the spin degrees of freedom in polarization transfer to an 

ejected proton allows one to minimize systematic uncertainties (experimentally) 

by allowing all of the continuous kinematical variables to be fL"'<ed while the spin 

of the beam is flipped. 

3. The A(e,e'P)B reaction allows one to gain more information about the nuclear 

response in trying to understand the electromagnetic structure of the nucleus. 

-1. From the theoretical standpoint, the (e,e'pj reaction provides direct access to 

the spin response of the nuclear system, which is important since the strong 

interaction of the nuclear system as well as the electromagnetic interaction of 

the electrons with the hadrons in the nucleus are explicitly spin dependent. 

5. The spin-dependent response functions can impose more severe constraints on 

theoretical models of quasielastic electron scattering. 

2.1 Formalism. 

The formalism for polarization in exclusive electron scattering from a nucleus, 

A(f,e'P)B, was originally developed by several authors including Picklesimer and Van 

Orden [22}, Raskin and Donnelly [23}, and Giusti and Pacati [24]. 

Since the electromagnetic interaction is relatively weak, we only need to con

sider the one photon exchange approximation. The diagram relevant for this reaction, 

where the ejected proton polarization is also detected, is shown in Figure 2.1. 
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Figure 2.1: Kinematic definitions for A(e,e'P)B reaction. 

In Figure 2.1, ki = (Ei,~) and k1 = (E,,kj) are the initial and final electron 

four momenta, and q = ki - k1 = (w, cj') is the momentum transfer carried by the 

virtual photon. The detected proton emerges with momentum Pr (E:r,P7r) at an angle 

8pq with q, leaving the residual nucleus with recoil momentum, Ps = q- p7r. There 

are two planes of interest in this figure: the scattering plane which is defined by the 

incoming and the scattered electron momenta,~~ kj, and the reaction plane which is 

defined by the momentum of the ejected proton p7r and the momentum of the virtual 

photon q. p8 also lies in the reaction plane along with the recoiling A.-1 nuclear 

system. The azimuthal angle, ¢ is the angle between the scattering plane and the 

reaction plane. In coplanar kinematics ¢ is either 180° or 0°. In both experiment and 

theory we define ¢ = 180° when 8pq < 0. Both 8pq and ¢ play an important role in 

comparing experimental results which are obtained for a finite acceptance to theory 

which is normally given for a point acceptance (this is discussed in more detail in 

Chapter 6). 

The missing momentum pniiss is defined as the negative of the recoil momen

tum, puiiss = -PrecoiL = -PB· In the case of the Plane Wave Impulse Approximation 
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(PWLI\) pmiss is the proton momentum when it is struck inside the nucleus. In 

coplanar quasi-perpendicular kinematics (discussed below) as in the case of this ex

periment, positive missing momenta are obtained for Opq > 0 or¢= 1r. In this thesis 

we present results for two positive missing momenta (pmiss) settings of 85 MeV fc 

and 140 MeV /c. 

As shown in the Figure 2.1, the three components of the polarization for the 

outgoing proton at the target are expressed in the (£: ii, n helicity basis (baricentric) 

where f is in the direction of the proton momentum P,r. ii is perpendicular to the 

reaction plane (n is vertically down for positive missing momenta as in our case) and 

t=iixf. 

In ( e, e' p) experiments, two types of kinematical conditions, shown in Fig 2.2, 

are often utilized. In parallel kinematics the ejected proton momentum is parallel to 

if so that the missing momentum is positive for Pr > q or negative for Pr < q. In the 

case of a Hydrogen target there is no missing momentum (two body kinematics, Pr = 

q), so this is essentially parallel kinematics data. In quasi-perpendicular kinematics 

the magnitude of the ejected nucleon momentum is close to 141; {pr ~ q and is kept 

constant while varying Opq within a small range around 0°). In such cases pmiss is 

almost perpendicular to both if and p~. One advantage of this kinematic setting is 

that the FSI of the proton with the residual nucleus will be the same for different Pmiu 

values since the proton momentum is held constant. Our 160 data were obtained in 

quasi-perpendicular kinematics. 

The invariant scattering cross section for the coincidence reaction shown in Fig

ure 2.1 above can be expressed in the lab frame, following the Bjorken and Drell [25] 

conventions, 

(2.1) 
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Figure 2.2: Kinematical conditions, parallel (left) and quasi-perpendicular (right). 

Here {3 is the relative velocity for collinear collisions which is almost unity, Li 
denotes an average over initial states and E1 denotes a sum over final states. Pi• j=l, 

n gives the number ofhadrons detected in the phase space. n=l+number ofhadrons, 

and PI = E~ Pi· Here, using the Bjorken normalization, N =m/f for hadrons or N = 

1/2f for massless electrons (herem stands for mass and f. stands for total energy). In 

the One Photon E.xchange (OPE) approximation, the invariant matrix element kfti 

can be factorized into an electron tensor and a nuclear tensor as follows, 

(2.2) 

Here o is the fine structure constant, Q2 = q2 - w2 is the space-like invariant 

mass of the virtual photon, Ai, AJ are the initial and final spinors of the electron, and 

Ai, B1 are the initial and final states of the nucleon including the spinors. 

After some steps the cross section becomes 

(2.3) 

Here T/pv and wiJv are the electron tensor and the nuclear response tensor (which 

carries all the information about the electromagnetic properties of the target) respec

tively, and ne is the solid angle for the scattered electron. 
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By substituting 

{2.4) 

the sL"'{-fold differential cross section becomes 

(2.5) 

For exclusive reactions this reduces to a five-fold differential cross section since 

the target is excited to a single discrete state (a peak in the missing energy spectrum). 

After defining a recoil factor R, 

R = !dErcS(Er + Ea- w = m .. t) = 11- EEr P~. P~ ~-
1 

(2.6) 
B Pr · Pr 

we have 

(2.7) 

2.1.1 Electron response tensor. 

In the case of polarized incident electrons, the electron tensor consists of 

two parts: an unpolarized symmetric, real part 11:v and a helicity-dependent anti

symmetric, imaginary part ~v· The formalism was first developed by Dombey [26]. 

(2.8) 

Note that in the extreme relativistic limit, only the longitudinal part of the 

polarization of the incident electrons is important since the contribution due to the 

transverse component is suppressed by a factor 'Y (see (26] for details). Therefore 

here we are considering only the longitudinal part of the electron helicity (projection 

of the polarization along the direction of the momentum) h. 
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The helicity independent and dependent terms of the electron tensor are given 

by the following equations: 

Here eiJva{J is the completely antisymmetric Levi-Civita tensor. 

2.1.2 Nuclear Response Tensor. 

(2.9) 

(2.10) 

(2.11) 

The nuclear response tensor can be decomposed into two parts, a symmetric 

part ltV:"(Sk) and an anti-symmetric part lV.~"(Sk) 

(2.12) 

Here Sk is the rest frame spin vector of the ejectile. 

Furthermore. after imposing the constraint of parity in variance, this ( e,e' il) 
electro-production tensor can be written in terms of 18 independent tensor elements: 

~v~"(Sk) =(ltV~+ w~n · s~)G~'" + (W2 + Wfn · s~)vt\1:" + (~v: + ltV:fn. s~)V/Vj" 

+ (ltV;+ ~v~v n. Sk)[vtViJs + (t-V~i. s~ + ~vJi. S~)[V;~'~"]s 

+ (t-VJi. s~ + t-V~i. S~)[V}'~"]s (2.13) 

ltV.~"(S~) =(tv;+ Wfn. S~)[vtVf]A + (WJi. s~ + ltV~i. S~)[~IJV;"]A 

+ (ltv~i. s~ + ~vJi. s~)[~~'V/lA· (2.14) 

Here n, i and i were defined in Figure 2.1. The W's are defined in the next 
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section, and Vi, V1 and ~,.,. are defined as follows: 

2.1.3 18 independent response functions. 

Now combining the electron and the nuclear tensors, 

'-V"'"(S- 1
) s '"""'"(S- ') .-t '-V"'"(S- ') '1p.11 r R = 1Jp.11 rv S R + rJ1111 r .-\ R 

= :Es +EA. 

22 

(2.15) 

{2.16) 

(2.17) 

(2.18) 

(2.19) 

(2.20) 

The contraction of the symmetric part Es depends on only four components 

(in the lab frame) 

2. t-VJ 1 (S~') + ""Vf(SR') 

3. l-VJ1(SR
1

)- Wf(SR
1

) 

Due to the anti-symmetric nature of 11r, the only components needed to con

struct E A are 
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These again can be expressed in terms of a set of 18 independent response 

functions, Rt. (for the case where the final state of the system is specified) by the 

following set of equations, 

!V- ., -oo··' 
RL + Ri n · SR = W tSR) 

N - • I 11 - I •)? - , 

Rr + Ej.n · SR = ~v (SR) + ~v--(SR) 

(Rrr + R!f..rn · SR')cos2¢ + (ftht · S~' + Rfn,i · S-R
1

)sin2¢ = 

~V22 (s~') - ~V 11 (S~') 
N· -r. T •• , L. •t 

(RLT + RLTn · SR )sm¢ + (RLTt · SR + RLTl· SR )cos¢= 

~vo2(§R') + ~v2o(s~') 
N _, rr· _, L. _, 

(R~T + R'Lril. · SR )cos¢+ (RLTt · SR + R~Tl · SR )sin¢= 

i(H;!O(SRI) - ~JlOl(§R')) 

(flh.i · S~' + Rf/T[ · SR
1 

= i(~V 12 (SR
1

)- W 21 (SR
1

)). 

(2.21) 

(2.22) 

(2.23) 

(2.24) 

(2.25) 

(2.26) 

Here the subscripts on R refer to the components of the virtual photon po

larization, primes denote helicity dependent polarizations, superscripts denote the 

ejectile polarization vector components. These response functions are independent of 

the azimuthal angle¢ and depend only on IP~I, 8, It/! and w. It had been shown (27] 

that the response functions become smaller as Q2 increases, mostly due to the Q2 

dependence of the electromagnetic form factors of the nucleon. These 18 independent 

response functions completely determines the hadronic tensor. 13 of these response 

functions depend on the ejectile spin. Thus, for a complete determination of the 

nuclear response, one needs to study the polarization of the ejectile. 

2.1.4 Differential cross section for the reaction A{e,e' N)B. 

Now we can combine the response functions to write the differential cross 

section for the coincidence reaction A(e,e'N)B when the detected ejectile is a spin 
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1/2 particle 

mNIP~I [ dcr l 
2(27r)3 dn, mott 

N A ~ • 

[VL(RL + RL Sn) + VT(RT +fiT Sn) 

+ VTT[(RTT + Rfh.Sn)cos2¢> + (fth.St + RJn.St)sin2¢>) 
~ A T • L • + viT[(RLT + R[.TSn)cos¢> + (RLTSt + RLTSt)sin¢>) 

+ hv~T[(R~T + R'ifrSn)sin¢> + (R~St + R~~S!)cos¢>] 

+ hv"IT(fth.Se + ~St)]. 

24 

(2.27) 

Here §i are the projections of the spin unit vector onto the basis vectors n, i, i 
as defined in Figure 2.1. The Matt cross section and the V terms depend solely on 

the electron kinematics as defined below: 

(2.28) 

(2.29) 

(2.30) 

(2.31) 

(2.32) 

(2.33) 

(2.34) 
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2.1.5 Polarization Observables. 

Bound nucleon. 

The differential cross-section for a coincidence ( e,e' ii) reaction in which the 

ejectile polarization is measured was given in the previous section. This cross-section 

can be written in terms of an unpolarized cross-section and recoil polarization ob

servables using the formalism developed by J.W. Van Orden and A. Picklesimer [22] 

and C. Giusti and F.D. Pacati [24]: 

(2.35) 

Here u0 is the unpolarized cross-section, A is the beam analyzing power which 

can be measured only by an out-of-plane measurement, P are the induced polar

izations, P' are the polarization-transfer coefficients and h is the longitudinal beam 

polarization. 

\Ve can think of the polarization of the ejectile (IT) as constituting of two parts: 

a helicity dependent part, (P') and a helicity independent part, (P), where 

fi = P + hP' 

P=Pn+ L P7n 
m=l,t 

P'=P~+ L P~. 
m=l,t 

(2.36) 

(2.37) 

(2.38) 

Here, m can be either t or l. Comparison of Equations 2.27 and 2.35 gives 
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O'o = KuM(viRL + v:Z.Rr + VrrRrrcos2¢ + VLTRLTCos¢) 

uoPn = KuM(VLRf + VrR!f. + VrrR4!rcos24> + VLTR~Tcosl/>) 

uoPm = KuM(VrrRJJ!rsin24> + VLTR~Tsinl/>) 

uoP~ = K u."-1 (V£rR'f!rsin4>) 

uoP:,. = KuM(V{rR'J:Tcosl/> + v;,.~). 
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(2.39) 

(2.40) 

(2.41) 

(2.42) 

(2.43) 

Here u.,.1 is the Matt cross-section, K = (2~2, Pn, P~ are normal to the hadronic 

reaction plane, Pm, P:n are on the hadronic reaction frame, P{ is along the direction 

of the ejectile momentum and P: is transverse to that. The V's were defined in the 

previous section. 

In the case of in-plane kinematics ( ¢ = 0° or 180°), only 3 of the polarizations 

will survive: 

uoP.v = KuM(viRf + v:Z.R!f. + VrrR!f.r ± VLrRfr 

uoP{ = Ku,>vi(±V{rR'fr + V+rRJfor) 

uoP: = KuM(±V{rR!fr + V+rR!fr). 

Here +(-) corresponds to¢>= 0°(180°). 

(2.44) 

(2.45) 

(2.46) 

This is mostly the case for one of the kinematic settings of this experiment 

(pmiss = 140 MeV /c). However at the 85 MeV fc setting, since the q vector was 

within the acceptance, there was a considerable out-of-plane contribution. In that 

situation we have to take into account the mi"'<ing of other polarization observables 

which become non-zero when 4> goes out-of-plane. This is discussed in detail in 

Chapter 6. 
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Free nucleon. 

In the case of a free nucleon there is no recoiling system and the reaction is 

always co-planer. This makes the kinematics much simpler (elastic scattering from 

a stationary nucleon). The derivation of the polarization observables for the free 

nucleon case was first done by Akhiezer and Rekalo [29], and discussed in more detail 

by R.G. Arnold, C.E. Carlson and F. Gross in 1980 (30]. A review of this derivation 

is also available in [31]. 

The only non-zero polarizations for this case are the two polarization-transfer 

observables, P{ and Pf which are accessible only when the incident electron beam is 

polarized. They can be written in terms of the Sachs form factors G E and G M 

R' = Ei + E1 [r(1 + r)Jl12G11tan28el2 
1 JIN G~ + G~lr(1 + 2(1 + r)tan28el2) 

(2.47) 

P: = 2[r(1 + r)J112GMGEtan8el2 
G~ + G~lr(l + 2(1 + r)tan28el2) · 

(2.48) 

Here Be is the electron scattering angle, Ei is the incident electron energy~ E1 

is the scattered electron energy and AlN is the nucleon mass. These polarizations 

are also defined in the baricentric reaction frame. The form factor ratio for the 

free nucleon, GEIGM is thus directly related to the ratio of the polarization-transfer 

observables Pf I P{ as follows: 

GE _ Pf(Ei + E1) (J 12 GM - P{ 2NIN tan e • 
(2.49) 

Thus the value of p. times the ratio, p.GE/GM, can be determined explicitly 

for the free proton by measuring the ratio, Pf I P{. The beam polarization and the 

analyzing power of the secondary scatterer (which are described later) cancels in the 

calculation of GEIGM. Because P{ and P{ are measured from the asymmetry of the 

normalized difference distributions of positive and negative helicity events (this is 

also described in detail later), measured simultaneously, absolute normalization of 
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the beam and target system is also not relevant. In fact the systematic uncertainties 

in the measurement ofGs/GM using recoil polarimetry are reduced greatly compared 

to a Rosenbluth separation technique. Therefore this is a cleaner way of measuring 

the form factor ratio for the free proton. Since there exist only two polarization 

observables there is no possibility of mLxi.ng from other components when dealing 

with the finite acceptance of a spectrometer. 

The knowledge of the form factor ratio for the free nucleon is extremely im

portant for the evaluation of models of nucleon structure. Lack of knowledge of the 

free value of G E / G M will directly affect the calculations or predictions for the bound 

proton. Since the goal of this experiment is to observe any medium modification 

effects on the form factors, we need to know how the proton form factors behave in 

free space for the comparison. This is discussed in more detail in the next chapter. 

Fortunately, since we had a waterfall target, we could obtain the free form factor 

values (at the same value of Q2 as the 160 data) from the H data taken. This result 

will be compared with the available theoretical predictions and with a more precise 

measurement performed later [124] in Chapter 5. 

2.2 Plane Wave Impulse Approximation. 

The Plane '\Nave Impulse Approximation (PWIA) is the simplest framework 

that can be used to calculate scattering amplitudes for complex nuclei. PWIA pro

vides a reasonable approximation especially in the case of quasielastic kinematics. 

However, the PWLJ\ does not predict the normal component of the polarization cor

rectly since distortions due to final state interactions are not taken in to account by 

the PWIA calculations. The A(e,e'.P)B reaction in the PWLJ\ is shown in Figure 2.3. 
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p 
A 

Figure 2.3: Kinematics for P\VIA for A(e,e'.P)B reaction. 

The following are the assumptions made in PWIA: 

• A single virtual photon (w, if) is absorbed completely by one nucleon. 

• The struck nucleon leaves the nucleus without interacting with the rest of the 

nucleus (spectator model). Therefore the outgoing nucleon can be described by 

a plane wave. 

• The nucleus can be described by an independent particle model (one assumes 

a mean field such as a Hartree-Fock, for the nucleus). 

In the non relativistic PWLI\, the cross section can be further factorized into 

a single nucleon part and a part describing the rest of the nucleus: 

(2.50) 
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Here K is a phase space factor same as in Eq. 2.39 and Ue:r is the half-off-shell 

electron-proton cross section, related to the struck nucleon rather than to the full 

nucleus. S is the spectral function and gives the probability that a nucleon with 

initial momentum Pi and binding energy Em can be removed from a target of initial 

state A leaving it in a final state B. The missing momentum pmiss and missing energy 

(binding energy) Em are defined as 

pmiss =p7r - q (2.51) 

(2.52) 

Here Tr and T B are the final kinetic energies of the nucleon and the residual 

nucleus respectively. In the PWIA, the initial momentum of the struck nucleon, pi, is 

equal to the missing momentum pmiss. The conservation of energy and momentum 

requires 

Emiu = W- Tr- Ts = 1\tfs +Air- 1\t[A 

Pi= p~- q= pmiss = -P~. 
(2.53) 

(2.54) 

In the non relativistic P\VIA the 18 independent response functions are given 

by the following set of equations [28} 
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Rt = Fi(Q2)nntj(lp-;- Q1) 

Rf =0 
~ 

R _ [F2(Q2) P:r 
T- 1 '{., • .,(} G'' (Q2)X . -~ ~ ~~) .w -sm- pq + ~1 ~Jnnlj( Px- q 

R!f. = 0 
-4) 

R F2(Q2) p; . 28 (I - -1) TT = 1 AI"ft sm pqnnlj Px- q 

R!f.r = Rfr.r = Rf.r = 0 

• 2 2 P:r • 2 I - -
1 RtT = -2FI (Q ) i'v/N sm OpqnnJj( Px- q) 

RN - RL - RT -0 LT- LT- LT-

R~T =0 

Rfr = F~(Q2)Gir(Q2 ) ,,
1
q nnlj(lp-;- l/1) 

• ..: N 

R'f:r = -F~(Q2)G~1 (Q2 ) AtL sinOpqnnJj(IP~- ql) 

R![T = -F~(Q2)Gi1 (Q2 ) A~ sin8pqnnJj(IP~ - ql) 

J11L [G2 (Q2) if (J F2(Q2)G2 (Q2) IPxll<il · 29 J (I - -1) £"'T = M 2Atfl cos pq + 1 M .M2 sm pq nnlj Px- q 
N N 

Rfh. = [-G~1 (Q2 ) 2~Ft sin8pq + Fr(Q2)G~(Q2) l;~ii1 sin28pq}nnJj(lp;- ql). 
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(2.55) 

(2.56) 

(2.57) 

(2.58) 

(2.59) 

(2.60) 

(2.61) 

(2.62) 

(2.63) 

(2.64) 

(2.65) 

(2.66) 

(2.67) 

(2.68) 

Here nnli is the momentum density distribution for a nucleon in the nlj sub

shell, and F1 ( Q2
) is the nucleon Dirac form factor. As mentioned above, the expres

sions for the response functions, Rlf, Rlf., R!f.r, RlfT show that they go to zero in the 

PWL>\ limit, making the helicity-independent normal component of the polarization 

Pn identically equal to zero. 
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2.3 Distorted Wave Impulse Approximation. 

The assumption that the ejected nucleon suffers no interactions with the resid

ual nuclear system is not necessarily valid since the nucleons are strongly interacting 

particles. In the Distorted 'Nave Impulse Approximation (OWL>\) these Final State 

Interactions (FSI) are taken into account while keeping the other assumptions made 

in the P\VIA. The A(e,e'p)B reaction in the D\VIA case is shown in Figure 2.4. The 

usual approach to handle the distortions due to final state interactions is to model 

them with a complex optical potential. A brief discussion of the optical potentials 

used for the DWIA calculations discussed in this thesis is given in Chapter 3. 

Figure 2.4: Kinematics for the D\VIA for the A(l,e'P)B reaction. 

Due to the FSI the measured (asymptotic) value of the nucleon momentum is 

not equal to the nucleon momentum acquired just after the (e,e'p) reaction. Therefore 

the proton's initial momentum is not simply equal to the missing momentum. 

The 18 independent response functions calculated in PWIA and DWIA for the 

lp112 state of 160 at a proton kinetic energy of 0.5 GeV, Q2 of 1.0 (GeV /c)2 and a 
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momentum transfer of 1 GeV fc are shown in Figures 2.5 and 2.6 Ref. [27]. These 

kinematics are very close to the kinematics of this thesis data. 

The solid curves are the DWIA results using the Dirac eikonal formalism to 

account for the FSI and the dotted curves for the P\VIA results. The dashed curve 

here gives the 0\VIA. results without the spin-orbit potential. For the DWIA calcu

lations a Hartree mean field wave function of the \Valecka model [32] for the bound 

state proton was used. It is also noted that the results obtained using a partial wave 

formalism by J.\V. Van Orden [22] agree with the eikonal approximation calcula

tions to better than 10% (both calculations assume Hohler parameterization for the 

free values of the form factors). Again PWIA calculations give R'f., R!f., R!f..r, Rf.T all 

identically equal to zero making Pn zero. The response functions that vanish in the 

P\VIA case are quite sensitive to distorted wave effects or the optical potential used. 

Therefore different response functions are sensitive to different reaction mechanisms, 

allowing us to separately determine them. 0.43 fm -t and 0. i1 fm -t IP' - qj values in 

this figure correspond to 85 MeV fc and 140 MeV /c pmiss points of the present ex

periment respectively. The polarization response functions shown here will be used in 

the discussion on Pf and Pf obtained for point and full acceptance effects in Chapter 

6. 
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Figure 2.5: Comparison of response functions vs. missing momentum for the two cases 

PWIA and 0\VIA at kinematics close to those of this e."1Cperiment, Reference (27]. 

The solid curves are the DWIA results using the Dirac eikonal formalism to account 

for the FSI and the dotted curves for the PWIA results. The dashed curves give 

the DWIA results without spin-orbit potential. All the calculations use the Hohler 

parameterization for the form factors, at Q2=0.8(GeV fc)2 this gives a value o£0.9 for 

the form factor ratio. 
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Figure 2.6: Same as in Figure 2.5, but for polarization response functions. 
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Chapter 3 

Theoretical predictions and 

motivation. 

In this chapter we discuss the theoretical calculations used to compare with the 

experimental results obtained from E89033. The DWIA calculations were performed 

by J.J. Kelly and J.W. Van Orden. Only a brief overview of these calculations is 

presented here. Since both the above mentioned calculations use the one body cur

rent operator, next we discuss two body currents. Since we are looking for medium 

modification effects on the form factor ratio for the proton, part of this chapter is de

voted to the past experimental evidence supporting and opposing the idea of medium 

modifications. \Ve conclude this chapter with more recent calculations performed by 

the Adelaide group on possible suppression of the form factor ratio on 160 even at 

Q2 of 0.8 (GeV fc) 2• 

3.1 Non relativistic DWIA calculations by J.J. Kelly 

(LEA). 

The computer program LEA (Linear Expansion Analysis) written and main

tained by J .J. Kelly was used to perform acceptance-averaged non-relativistic DWIA 

37 
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calculations for the kinematics of this experiment. Since the present experiment was 

performed at Bjorken X c2S:.) of0.96, i.e., in quasifree kinematics, the distorted wave 

impulse approximation using effective one-body operator is a good approximation. 

Though LEA was originally used for the scattering off of nucleons by nuclei, 

it has been modified for electron scattering off nucleons. LEA is based on a non

relativistic Schrodinger formalism. 

Single Nucleon Overlap function. 

The single nucleon overlap function used in LEA is described by an eigen func

tion of the mean field (Hartree-Fock) of the residual nucleus. A \Voods-Saxon poten

tial is used with a Perey factor (Perey factor is used to account for the non-locality 

nature of the nuclear mean field) which can be modified according to the radius and 

the width of the potential well. Both long-range and short-range correlations are 

accounted by the quasi-particle Hamiltonian model of Ma and \Vamback [34] [35]. 

For these calculations the single particle wave functions were adjusted to reproduce 

the p shell 160(e,e'p) data of Leuschner et al. [36]. It should be noted that the effects 

of long-range and short-range correlations are minimal for the valence states we are 

interested in and for the modest size of missing momentum we are dealing with in 

this experiment. 

One has to convolute the theory with the effects due to the nuclear medium 

before comparing to data. Namely, one has to take into account electron distortions 

(initial state interactions), final state interactions, modifications to the electromag

netic vertex function for bound particles (off-mass-shell effects) and many-body effects 

like Meson Exchange Currents (MEC) and Isobar Configurations (IC). In LEA the 

mentioned effects, except MEC and IC, are dealt with as explained below. Cal

culations have shown that MEC and IC have little impact (less than 15%) on the 

polarization transfer observables [58]. 
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Electron Distortions. 

Electron distortions and final state interactions were handled in this calcula

tion by the Distorted liJVave Impulse Approximation (DvVIA). In DWIA, the electron 

wave function is distorted by a Coulomb potential. The electromagnetic transition 

amplitude for a single-nucleon knockout reaction in the DWIA can be written as 

(3.1) 

Here J; ( q') and J~ ( q'} are the electron and nuclear currents, and q', Q' are 

the local three momentum and four momentum transfers supplied by the electron 

respectively. In the absence of Coulomb distortions, the electron current will be 

proportional to a unique value of momentum transfer (q') which in tum can be used 

for the calculation of the nuclear current. However in the presence of the Coulomb 

interaction, the local electron current and the asymptotic electron current differ. In 

order to account for this effect the LEA calculation utilized the Effective Moment urn 

Approximation (EMA). Here, the effective momentum transfer, qeff = ~ - k1, is 

obtained by replacing the asymptotic momenta k by local momenta k accelerated by 

the mean electric potential. 

Final State Interactions. 

Final State Interactions (FSI) were modeled in LEA using the EDADl (Energy 

Dependent A Dependent) optical potential fitted to proton elastic scattering data by 

Cooper et al. [39} using Dirac phenomenology. 

As was shown by J.J. Kelly [40], for quasi-free kinematics like ours, P{, P[ 

are insensitive to the optical potentials used (FSI) or the current operators used 

(gauge dependence) and insensitive to variations of the off-shell extrapolation of the 

verte.x function. This suggests that polarization transfer observables are insensitive 

to variations in the one-body current operator. Therefore, as several calculations 

suggest, if two-body currents affect P{ and P[ [41} [42}, the polarization transfer 

technique is a sensitive method to investigate two-body current effects. 
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Gauges and off-mass-shell effects. 

The extrapolation of the electromagnetic vertex function to off-shell conditions, 

i.e. to deal with a bound nucleon, were obtained by the de Forest prescription. Here 

free spinors were employed with momentum p and mass m, but the energy E used 

within the vertex function is replaced by the value E it would have had if the nucleon 

were on-shell in the initial state. The off-shell vertex functions derived by de Forest 

are called feel• fec'l and feel where cc stands for the current conservation. For the 

calculations used in this thesis feel vertex function was used. 

However, non of the DWIA calculations conserve current explicitly. Thus the 

current conservation was restored in an ad-hoc manner using the de Forest prescrip

tion [37] [38]. There is no evidence that the de Forest prescription is better than 

other off-mass-shell extrapolations, but it has the virtue of being commonly used. In 

this approach, the longitudinal component of the nuclear current was equated to its 

charge (this prescription is associated with the Coulomb gauge). 

Due to the current non-conservation in the 0\VIA formalism, the calculations 

performed using different gauges produce different results. However, as shown in 

Figure 3.1 for the final state proton polarizations, the effect of these gauge ambi

guities are negligible for our kinematics (pmiss < 150 MeV /c). Unlike the case of 

cross section experiments, this makes the polarization measurements easy to compare 

to theory. The figure shows the polarization transfer observables for three gauges, 

Landau, Coulomb and Weyl. For the LEA calculations used in this thesis we used 

the Coulomb gauge. 

Form factors used. 

In LEA, assuming free values for the form factors for the proton inside 160 

nucleus, we calculated P{ and pt after correcting for all the above mentioned effects 

and compared to the data to study possible medium modifications of the form factors 

for the proton. The H(e,e'.P) data available in the acceptance was used to calculate 

the form factor ratio pGE/GM for the free proton at the Q2 value of this experiment. 
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Figure 3.1: Gauge ambiguities in polarization transfer observables. 

As shown later, this measurement indicated that the Mergell, U.G. Meissner and D. 

Drechsler [121], [122] (MMD) form factor model explain these data best. Thus this 

model was used in the LEA calculations to obtain the form factors. 

The Figure 3.2 shows the two polarization observables P{ and P: calculated 

using LEA. 

3.2 Calculations by J.W. Van Orden. 

Two DWIA calculations by J. W. Van Orden, a relativistic calculation and 

a non-relativistic calculation, were also compared to the present data. Both these 

calculations are discussed in detail in Ref. [22] and [28]. 
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Figure 3.2: Non-relativistic DWIA calculations of P{ and Pt by J.J. Kelly's code LEA, 
assuming free values for the bound nucleon form factors. 

3.2.1 Dirac DWIA calculation. 

The Dirac DWIA calculation uses the single particle Dirac current operator 

with the Hohler 8.2 parameterization [43} for the nucleon form factors: 

(3.2) 

Here Ft and F2 are the Dirac and Pauli form factors. 

For the bound state wave functions Van Orden uses the relativistic independent

particle Hartree type model which is derived from full quantum field theory [44] 

(Walecka model). The FSI are handled by a Dirac optical potential model using a 

Love-Franey parameterization [45). 
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3.2.2 Non relativistic DWIA calculation. 

The non-relativistic DWIA calculation is described in detail in Ref. [46}. 

Figure 3.3 shows the relativistic and non-relativistic Van Orden calculations of 

the two polarization transfer observables P{ and P: at Q2 =0.8(GeV /c)2 and a proton 

kinetic energy of 435 MeV. As the figure indicates, the relativistic effects are negligible 

at missing momentum less than 275 MeV/ c, again showing the model independence 

of the polarization transfer observables. 
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Figure 3.3: P{, P: calculations by Van Orden. The dashed curve represents the Dirac 

DWIA calculation and the solid curve shows the non-relativistic DWIA calculation. 
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3.3 Two body currents. 

Although there are strong arguments for the fact that the IA is a reasonable 

theory in the case of quasielastic kinematics, (e, e'p) measurements performed in 

quasielastic conditions suggest that the nuclear medium can be described as consisting 

of about 70% mean field behavior and about 30% correlations [47]. 

For a many body system, polarization response functions can be dependent 

upon the effects of two body and higher order electromagnetic currents because their 

spin structure can be different from that of the one body current. The Feynman 

diagrams corresponding to Meson Exchange Current (MEC) and Isobar Current (IC) 

contributions to the two body current operator in the nucleon knockout reaction are 

shown in Figure 3.4. 

-r 
1MEC 

= J + J + J 
c 

7t p 

J~ 
= + 

f 
f ----

Figure 3.4: Feynman diagrams for MEC and IC contributions to the two body current 
operator. The top row represents the MEC's and the bottom row represents the IC's. 
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Figure 3.5: Effects of two body currents on the polarization observables calculated 

by Ryckebusch et al. (58]. The calculations are for the 160 (e, e'PJ reaction. The 

recoil polarization observables are given as functions of missing momentum for the 

lp112 state, with beam energy at 2.445 GeV, w=445 MeV and q=l GeV fc. The dot

dashed curves show the results for the impulse approximation; in the dashed curves 

MEC effects are also included, and the solid curves represent the full calculation 

including also IC. 
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Recently MEC and IC calculations have been performed specifically for the 

kinematics of the present experiment for 160 by Ryckebusch et al., from the Gent 

group (58). The results for the recoil polarization observables for the three states 

lp112 , 1P3/2 and ls112 are shown in Figure 3.5, Figure 3.6 and Figure 3.7 respectively. 

This calculation includes MEC and A IC contributions and the effects of central Short 

Range Correlations (SRC). This is a Hartree-Fock, random phase approximation (HF

RPA) calculation [54], [55], [56], [57}. 
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Figure 3.6: Same as in Figure 3.5 but for the lp312 state (58}. 
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Figure 3.7: Same as in Figure 3.5 but for the ls112 state (58}. 

As Figure 3.5 indicates, the effects of two body currents on P{ and P: for the 

1Pt;2 state are very small within the momentum range covered by this experiment; 

the effects are only at the couple of percent leveL Gent model calculations show quite 

different effects on lp1; 2 and lp312 states, suggesting strong nuclear structure effects. 

The effect is largest for the lp3; 2 state. Still, the deviations from the IA is only about 

15% within the relevant range (85-140MeV /c). 
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3.4 Medium modification of the nucleon form fac-

tors. 

In order to consider possible changes in the properties of the nucleon, such 

as its size, due to the nuclear environment, in this experiment we investigate the 

change in the form factor ratio for the proton inside the 160 nucleus compared to 

the same ratio for a free proton via the recoil polarimetry technique. This is the first 

experiment to look for medium modification effects via this technique. 

In an average nucleus, the inter-nucleon distance is only about 20% larger than 

the sum of the nucleon radii. There is strong evidence that the nucleon bound in an 

atomic nucleus experiences very strong effective scalar and vector fields [59], [60], 

[61], [62], [63). Furthermore, since the nucleon has internal degrees of freedom, the 

individual quarks of a nucleon can couple to the mesons outside the nucleon changing 

the nucleon size and the charge and magnetic radii. It is a fundamental issue in nuclear 

physics to understand whether these strong fields alter the internal structure of the 

nucleon and if so, by how much. In the past, there had been experimental evidence 

supporting and opposing this idea of a change in the properties of the nucleon inside 

the nuclear medium. 

All of the past experiments used the Rosenbluth separation technique to obtain 

the G E / G M ratio for a bound nucleon. From the ratio of separated response functions, 

a ratio Ra is formed which is interpreted as the ratio of magnetic to charge form 

factors for a bound proton. These results, obtained from (e,e'p) reactions, are shown 

in Figure 3.8 for 6Li [12], 12C [11], [12], [13], '10Ca [13]. This figure suggests that the 

value for p.Ge/GM for the in medium nucleon is approximately 0.81. 

Unlike in polarimeter measurements, in cross section experiments it is theo

retically shown that the results depend heavily on the reaction mechanism used, i.e., 

depend heavily on the type of optical potentials used to model the FSPs, type of 
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Taken from [14}. 

gauge used to enforce the current conservation. or whether or not the MEC correc

tions are taken in to account in the analysis. Therefore, the effects of a possible 

medium modification of the virtual photon-proton coupling are so intertwined with 

reaction mechanism effects as Final State Interactions (FSI) and Meson Exchange 

Currents (MEC), that these studies do not permit an unambiguous interpretation of 

the data. Further more, later in this thesis we will show that the present technique 

has lower systematic uncertainties than the methods used in the past. 

3.4.1 Evidence supporting medium modifications. 

EMC effect. 

The response functions of the nucleon (deep inelastic scattering) depends on 

the nucleus in which the nucleon is bound. It is reasonable to expect that the quarks 
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inside a nucleus may play an important role in some contexts, and their wave functions 

could be strongly modified by the surrounding nuclear environment. The EMC effect 

has indicated that the momentum distributions of quarks in bound nucleons differ 

from those of the free nucleons (64]. 

Lack of strength in the longitudinal response function. 

There has been a number of experiments performed with the aim of separating 

the longitudinal and transverse contributions to the quasielastic cross section from 

the inclusive electron-nucleus (e e') scattering data. Good agreement with Impulse 

Approximation (IA) predictions was found for nuclei with A < 4 (65], (66], [67], 

(68]. However, for heavier nuclei 12C (69], 4°Ca [70], (71], [72], 48Ca [71], [72], 56Fe 

[71], (73] this was not the case. 

A common feature observed in all these experiments was that RL(q,w) was 

significantly lower (up to 40% at q ~ 550 MeV /c) than the Fermi-gas model pre

dictions. This "quenching" of Rc. ( q, w) was particularly disturbing in regards to the 

model independent Coulomb sum rule (7 4], 

(3.3) 

Here Z is the atomic number of the nucleus, Q is the four momentum transfer 

and G E is an effective nucleon charge form factor which is an appropriate sum of 

neutron and proton charge form factors. In the absence of any '1nissing strength", 

for a system of non-relativistic nucleons, the sum, Sc.(q) should approach to 1 as q-+ 

oo. 

Swollen nucleon hypothesis. 

The missing strength of the Rc. motivated a large theoretical effort. The most 

common interpretation was that the charge radius (but not the magnetic radius) of 

the nucleon increases in the nuclear medium, as a consequence of the partial decon

finement of the quarks inside the nucleon (75], [76}, [77}. An increase in size would 

modify the nucleon charge form factor Ge(Q2 ), thus leading to a reduced RL(q,w). 
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3.4.2 Evidence opposing medium modifications. 

Reanalysis of world data on inclusive quasielastic scattering. 

Although there is a wide range of inclusive quasielastic scattering data, the 

consistency between them is rather poor. A more recent measurement on 4°Ca [78], 

together with the data of Deady et al., [72] gives a RL which differs markedly from pre

vious determinations. Measurements on 208Pb [79] show a reduction of 50% in SL(q) 

at a q of 550 MeV /c suggesting an A-dependent "quenching" whereas no reduction 

was found for 238 U [80]. 

Furthermore, a reanalysis of the Coulomb sum for 12C and 56 Fe by J. Jour

dan [81] using all the world data which cover most of the virtual photon polariza

tion range finds complete agreement with conventional model predictions. No A

dependent "quenching" is observed. A yet more recent analysis by J. Morgerstem, 

however disputes this finding [82]. 

In this reanalysis by Jourdan, Coulomb distortion effects which have been 

neglected in the analysis of [69] and [il] are included. The use of the world data 

covering the full range of virtual photon polarization (a standard procedure in the 

determination of precise elastic form factors [84], [83}) enhances the sensitivity to 

RL(q,w) by a factor of two. Since RL(q,w) is mainly determined by the inclusion 

of the high-energy /low-angle data, the larger range in energy makes the results less 

dependent on the use of the ma.ximum range of scattered energies as imposed by 

measurement using a single facility. Therefore this analysis enhances the sensitivity 

to RL ( q, w) and allows a more reliable determination of the Coulomb sum rule. This 

article puts experimental limits on the change of the electric form factor to about 4%. 

Figure 3.9 shows the data set for highest q ( =570 MeV f c) (where Pauli correlations are 

the smallest, and an interpretation in terms of a model independent sum rule makes 

sense}, from the reanalysis of the Coulomb sum rule RL(q,w) for 56Fe compared to 

two conventional theoretical calculations. 
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Figure 3.9: Results for Rc..(q, w) from 56 Fe at q = 570 MeV /c using the world data, 

compared to the calculations of Fabrocini et al. (solid) [85] and Jin et al. (dashed) [86] 

Constraints from Y-scaling data from inclusive scattering. 

In general, the inclusive scattering cross section for a nucleus is a function of 

two variables: q and w. In the impulse approximation q and ware related by 

q"2 q· Pi 
w = -- + --. 

2MN AJN 
(3.4) 

Here Pi is the initial nucleon momentum and 1'vl N is the nucleon mass. 

The scaling variable y is defined as the component of the initial nucleon mo

mentum along ij. In the limit q very much greater than the component of the initial 

momentum perpendicular to ij, w very much greater than nuclear binding energy, and 

in the non-relativistic limit, y can be written as 

Pi. q w 1<11 
Ynr = MN = 1<11 - 2MN. (3.5} 

Here Ynr is the y scaling variable in the non-relativistic limit. 

In the impulse approximation, for quasielastic scattering the inclusive cross 

section factors into an elementary in-medium electron-nucleon cross section for a 
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moving nucleon summed over all nucleons, L: freN(q), times a structure function f(y), 

at constant q2 : 

dfr ~ 
dQ (q,w)dw = L.)aeN(q)) f(y)dy (3.6) 

~(q,w) dw = f(y). 
L:aeN(q) dy 

(3.7) 

Thus, the inclusive cross section depends on a single variable y rather than 

depending on q and w separately. The cross section is then said to scale in the 

variable y, hence the term y-scaling. 

This can be used to look for medium modification effects on the form factors, 

since the function f(y) will not scale, if one uses an in-medium cross section that does 

not have the correct q dependence. The work done by many people (87], (88], (89], [90] 

shows a striking scaling behavior: the inclusive cross sections from different q, w define 

a unique curve for the negative values of y (energy loss smaller than for the maximum 

of the quasielastic peak). The scaling of inclusive cross-sections for longitudinal and 

transverse components in y is shown in Figure 3.10. One surprising result is that 

although the longitudinal and transverse response functions of 12C appear to scale 

separetely, they do not have the same universal scale. Moreover, the longitudinal 

response appears to scale in both positive and negative y, whereas the transverse 

response scales only for negative y. At positive y other reaction mechanisms such as 

two-body currents and delta production dominate. 

Sick et al. [91] used this y-scaling behavior to quantify the change in the in

medium form factors. They fit the values of f(y) for y<-50 MeV /c using different e-N 

cross-sections corresponding to different bound-nucleon sizes. Good x? implies good 

scaling. The results are shown in Figure 3.11. The left hand side gives f(y) calculated 

using the free e-N cross-section. The right hand side gives a x2 of the fit obtained 

using different bound nucleon form factors. As the figure indicates, the minimum (best 

scaling) x2 corresponds to 2% change in radius for the bound nucleon. Therefore they 

predict that the bound nucleon form factors have the same q-dependence as those of 
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variable. Scaling analysis of separated data for 12C ( e,e'). Circles, crosses, squares, tri
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From Finn et al. (88]. 

a free nucleon. It should be noted, however, that these data are dominated by the 

behavior of GM with little strength from Ge. So this result has few implications for 

Ge/GM. 
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Figure 3.11: Left: 56Fe(e,e') data (q=3-12 fm- 1) plotted in terms of J(y) as a function 

of the scaling variable y (MeV /c). Right: x2 of fit to f(y) as a function of the assumed 

change of radius of the bound nucleon. 

Superscaling data from inclusive scattering. 

T.vV. Donnelly et al., [92}, [93} have studied the Super-scaling function 1/J 

of different nuclei with mass number A~4. This is an alternative to the y-scaling 

function and is derived from the IA which uses the Relativistic Fermi Gas model 

(RFG) (94], (95}. vVe refer the reader to the above references for more detail. 

A dimensionless scaling variable '1/J is defined: 

'¢= 
1 A-T 

..;& J{l + ...\)r + ky'r(l + r). 
(3.8) 

Here f.F = .jl + 17} -1 and 1JF = kF/1\tiN are the dimensionless Fermi kinetic 

energy and momentum respectively. The other dimensionless variables are defined as, 

k = qf2k!N, ...\ = wf2kiN and T = ~- ...\2 > 0. Then '1/J is changed to '1/J' by accounting 

for the fact that nucleons are knocked out of all shells in the nucleus. Then within 

the RFG model a function F( k, '1/J) can be defined 
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F(k, 1/J') ~ kpJl~jdO.edw _ 
uM(VL(k/2r)Gk + Vr(r/k)G'i1) 

Gk(r) = ZG~P + NG~n 

di1(r) = ZGi£P + NG'irn· 

56 

(3.9) 

(3.10} 

(3.11) 

Here n and p subscripts in G E and G M correspond to neutron and proton 

respectively. Using the above formalism, Donnelly et al., have analyzed data on 

electron-nucleus quasielastic scattering for nuclei with mass numbers A=-l-208. The 

set of data covers a large range in q, w. This analysis has revealed that the data on 

the low-w side of the quasielastic peak (1/1 < O) show scaling behavior for nuclei with 

different atomic mass number A, hence the term, Superscaling (see Figure 3.12}. This 

suggests that different nuclei have a universal momentum distribution which again 

suggests the absence of medium modification effects for the form factors. However, 

scaling appear to work even for large negative ·1/J' values, beyond the range where 

one-body mechanisms should dominate. This effect is not currently understood. 

As one can see from the above discussion, although there have been many 

experiments performed in the past with the intention of looking for medium modi

fication effects, the available evidence does not unambiguously indicate whether or 

not there are medium modification effects. This is an interesting and important open 

question in the field of nuclear physics. A clear solution for this question is essential 

for a better understanding of the structure of the nucleus. The recoil polarimetry 

technique of studying medium modifications should prove to be a very powerful tool 

to resolve this long-standing controversy about the nuclear medium effects on the 

nucleon form factors. 

3.4.3 Calculations using the Quark Meson Coupling model. 

A recent theoretical calculation performed by the Adelaide group [96) has in

dicated that this kind of e."'q>eriment is ideal to look for medium modification effects, 
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Figure 3.12: The scaling function, F(¢') for nuclei A=4-197 and fixed kinematics, on 
logarithmic scale. The values of A corresponding to the different symbols are shown 
in the insert. 
since they predict significant changes in the ratio of G E!G M in the medium. They use 

a Quark Meson Coupling (QMC) model [61], (62], (63], [98] for these calculations 

and predict the fractional changes in the internal structure of the bound nucleon from 

the free nucleon. Since they do not use any free nucleon form factor parameterization 

in their calculation, one can use their predicted ratios with measured values of the 

free form factors to obtain the predicted in-medium form factors. 

In the QMC model, the nucleon is assumed to have substructure given by the 

MIT bag model [99], [100], [101]. As in Quantum Hadrodynamics (QHD) [59], [32], 

the QMC model describes the properties of the nuclear system using effective scalar 

(u) and vector (w) fields. These u, w fields are, however, coupled directly to the 

quarks within the nucleons, rather than to the nucleons themselves. This results in 

modification of the internal structure of the bound nucleons with respect to free ones. 

Furthermore, the meson cloud surrounding the nucleon is handled by the Cloudy Bag 

Model (CBM) [102], [103]. This model limits the meson cloud corrections to the 

most dominant component, the pion cloud (see Figure 3.13). 
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Figure 3.13: The Cloudy Bag Model calculations up to one pion loop by the Adelaide 

group [104} are shown here. The intermediate baryons B and C are restricted to the 
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Figure 3.14: The predicted density dependence of the bag constant, B, and the bag ra

dius, R. Calculations by the Adelaide group using the Cloudy Bag Model (CBM) [104}. 
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This model includes relativistic corrections such as momentum projection and 

Lorentz contraction of the internal structure. In this calculation the off-shell effects 

are ignored and a density-dependent bag constant B is assumed. The in-medium 

bag radius is also dependent on density. In the Adelaide group calculation, the 

bag constant decreases in the nuclear medium and is supposed to depend on either 

the mean scalar field or the effective mass of the nucleon. The Figure 3.14 shows 

the predicted dependence of the bag constant, B, and bag radius, R with nuclear 

density (104j. For 160, average density is about 0.6 p0 where p0 is the saturation 

density of symmetric nuclear matter (po=0.15 fm-3). 

While this calculation reproduces the saturation density, density of nuclear 

matter and compressibility of nuclear matter, it also produces realistic form factors 

in free space at least at lower Q2 , as well (Figure 3.15}. 
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Figure 3.15: The predicted nucleon electromagnetic form factors in free space. The 

bag radius is chosen to be R=l fm here. Calculations by the Adelaide group using 

the Cloudy Bag Model (CBM) [96}. 
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The results of this calculation show that charge form factors are much more 

sensitive to the nuclear medium density than the magnetic ones. Further, increasing 

density suppresses the electromagnetic form factors for small Q2• For a fLxed Q2, they 

notice that the form factors decrease almost linearly with nuclear density, p. These 

results are shown in the Figure 3.16. 
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Figure 3.16: The calculated nucleon electromagnetic form factors in the nuclear 
medium (relative to those in free space) (96]. The free space bag radius is 1 fm 
and the density is quoted in units of the saturation density of symmetric nuclear 
matter (Po = 0.15 fm-3

). 

The Lu et al., calculations (97} for 160 at Q2= 0.8 (GeV fc) 2 , as shown in 

Figure 3.17, results in a super ratio ((GE/GM)mediumf(GE/GM)free) of 0.89 for the 

p states and 0.85 for the ls112 state. These numbers were used in our theoretical 

analysis code LEA to obtain Pt and Pt curves corresponding to these medium effects 

to compare with the experimental results. 
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Figure 3.17: The calculated super ratio ( G E / G M )medium/ ( G E / G M) free for 160 and 

4He calculated by Lu et al., using the Cloudy Bag Model. (B) corresponds to a change 

in the bag constant B. 
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Chapter 4 

Experimental Setup. 

In this experiment we measured the two polarization transfer observables Pf 
and P: and the induced polarization Pn of a proton inside 160 nucleus. This was 

the first measurement ever performed of the polarization transfer observables in the 

(e,e'p) reaction on a complex nucleus. This was done for two pmiss (momentum of 

the proton inside the nucleus in the PWIA) points 85 MeV fc and 140 MeV /c. This 

experiment was performed during the Summer of 199i, at Hall A of Thomas Jefferson 

National Accelerator Facility (Jefferson Lab) located in Newport News, Virginia. This 

was the first experiment to use polarized beam at Jefferson Lab. 

We scattered a longitudinally polarized electron beam from an 160 target and 

detected the scattered electron and the knocked-out proton in coincidence. We used 

the Hall A High Resolution Spectrometer (HRS) pair for the detection of the particles. 

To measure the polarization of the proton at the focal plane, we used the Focal Plane 

Polarimeter (FPP) on the HRS hadron arm. Polarized electrons were obtained from 

the polarized source at the accelerator and a Matt polarimeter was used to measure 

the polarization of the incident beam at the injector. Little or no de-polarization of 

the beam is expected in the accelerator. A "spin-dance" was performed rotating the 

launch angle of the electrons to ma."'<im.ize the longitudinal component of the beam on 

target. Although the Molar polarimeter in Hall A was not in full operation during the 

63 
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running-time of this experiment, it was used for a relative measurement to compare 

to the Matt measurements in the "spin-dance". 

In this chapter we describe the experimental setup and data acquisition method. 

We briefly describe the continuous electron beam linear accelerator at the Jefferson 

Lab, and the Matt polarimeter. \Ve also describe the waterfall target used for this 

experiment, and the two HRS spectrometers and provide a detailed description of the 

focal plane polarimeter. Finally, we discuss the data acquisition system. 

4.1 The Accelerator. 

Jefferson Laboratory, consists of two linear accelerators (linacs) that can de

liver a high-quality continuous electron beam (i.e., 100% duty factor) either with 

high intensity (100 JLA) per hall or low intensity to all three experimental halls si

multaneously. Both polarized and unpolarized electron beams up to 5.5 GeV are 

available. Figure 4.1 shows a sketch of the Continuous Electron Beam Accelerator 

Facility (CEBAF) at Jefferson Lab. 

The injector delivers 45 MeV electrons to the race-track type accelerator which 

consists of two nominal 0.4 Ge V linacs. Beam energies in multiples of 0.8 Ge V can be 

obtained by recirculating the electrons through the linacs. At the beam switch-yard 

the beam is extracted and delivered to the three experimental halls simultaneously. 

Since these linacs use super-conducting cavities, the heat produced during electron 

circulation is minimal. This allows the machine to deliver a continuous electron beam 

rather than a pulsed beam. 

This experiment was performed at an incident beam energy of 2.445 Ge V with 

about 30% beam polarization. The average beam intensity was about 40 JLA. The 

beam available time between recesiations (adding cesium) for the GaAs crystal (po

larized source) was approximately 6 hours. Since the present e.."q)eriment, the acceler

ator has demonstrated the capability of producing much higher beam polarizations, 
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MACHINE CONFIGURATION cC-..?l~~~~ 
-------------------------------------------~\J~\J~ 

45-MeV lftjector 
(2 114 CryolfUJduks) 

Figure 4.1: Continuous Electron Beam Accelerator Facility at Jefferson Lab. 

intensities, and lifetimes. 

4.1.1 Mott polarimeter. 

65 

In order to obtain the individual polarization-transfer obseravbles, we need to 

know the incident electron beam polarization. During the run-time of this experiment 

the only available technique to measure the beam polarization was to use the Matt 

polarimeter at the injector (the Hall A Mollar polarimeter was installed but not fully 

commissioned). 

Formalism behind Mott scattering. 

Mott scattering occurs when a high energy electron (spin 1/2 particle) scatters 

off a bare nucleus of charge Ze due to the l · S coupling. A magnetic field B is felt 
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by the moving electron in the electric field E of the nucleus 

- 1 -B = --ii X E, (4.1) 
c 

where ii is the electron velocity, and the electric field E=(Ze/rl)r. Here r is 
the separation between the electron and the nucleus. If r x E is the orbital angular 

momentum, l of the electron, B is equal to 

- Ze -B=-L, 
mcr3 

(4.2) 

Here m is the electron mass. Since the electron spin, S is related to the 

magnetic moment J.L by, 

_ eS 
JL = -, 

me 

the spin-orbit coupling potential, V50 , can be written as, 

(4.3) 

(4.4) 

This spin-orbit potential introduces a spin-dependent asymmetry in the scat

tering cross section. By placing detectors perpendicular to the electron momentum 

direction, can measure the beam polarization. 

Matt polarimeter used at Jefferson Lab. 

A sketch of the Jefferson Lab 5 MeV Matt polarimeter is shown in Figure 4.2. 

The target used is a gold foil of 0.1 J.LID thickness. There are four plastic scintillator 

detectors placed at 173° to the incident beam. This configuration allows simultaneous 

measurement of the two beam polarizations perpendicular to the electron momentum. 

the angle 173° is chosen since this corresponds to the maximum analyzing power for 

the scattering process (see Figure 4.3). 
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Figure 4.2: A schematic diagram of the Matt polarimeter at Jefferson Lab. Only two 

of the four detectors are shown. The other two are located directly opposite to these. 
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Figure 4.3: Analyzing power vs scattering angle for Matt scattering from 5 MeV 

electrons [105]. 
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4.1.2 Hall A. 

Figure 4.4 shows a sketch of experimental Hall A. The main portion of the 

hall is underground with a diameter of about 53 m. The waterfall target used for 

this experiment is placed in the scattering chamber located at the center of the Hall. 

The two high resolution spectrometers are shown in their standard configuration. 

Beam line equipment such as beam position monitors and beam current monitors are 

located along the beam line. 

Figure 4.4: Experimental Hall A. 
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4.2 Target. 

This experiment used a waterfall target with three identical thin water foils. 

By using water for the target, in addition to 160 data, data from H is obtained as 

well. These H data were used to calibrate the FPP and also were used to measure the 

instrumental asymmetries of the FPP (see Chapter 5). Furthermore, we can measure 

the g! ratio for H using these data. This allows us to compare the proton form factor 

ratio for a proton inside the 160 nucleus with that of a free proton, using the data 

from the same experimental setup and at the same kinematics. The waterfall target 

was built by a group from INFN [106]. The target ladder also contained 12C, BeO 

and empty targets. 

The three foils were at 30° to the incident beam. They were placed in such 

a way that scattered particles do not go through a second foil. Having three thin 

foils instead of one thick target had the advantage of minimizing the energy loss and 

straggling in the target without a loss of luminosity. The high Ytg (the reconstructed 

positions of the three foils from each spectrometer) resolution of the HRS pair allows 

a clear separation of the three foils (see Figure 5.9). This in tum allows us to clearly 

separate the states in 160. Furthermore, by reconstructing the interaction vertex to 

the same water foil using both spectrometers we could reduce the accidentals. 

4.2.1 Design of the waterfall target. 

A sketch of the waterfall target used for this experiment is shown in Figure 4.5. 

Three narrow slits were on top of the target chamber. Water was pumped down 

through these slits. When the water flows between the stainless steel poles it forms 

a thin foil on these poles, due to the surface tension. The entrance and exit windows 

of this target were made out of 3 mil Be , while the rest of the walls were made out 

of 1 mil stainless steel. The dimensions of the target are listed in Table 4.1. 
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Foil thickness 130 mgfcm2 

Foil width 12mm 

Pole size 2x2 mm 

Separation of foils 22mm 

Table 4.1: Dimensions of the target. 

Rotational axis 

-------------~;~~------~---------~------------~-~~ 
' ,s, 
,... I I 

Figure 4.5: Sketch of the waterfall target configuration. 

4.3 High Resolution Spectrometer (HRS) pair. 

The Hall A HRS pair was used for the detection of the electrons and protons 

during this experiment. The two spectrometers are identical in design, each consisting 

of two focusing quadrupole magnets followed by a dipole magnet and then a defocusing 
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quadrupole magnet ( Ql, Q2, D, Q3 system). Figure 4.6 shows a cross-sectional view 

of an HRS. 

High Resolution Spectrometen 

--------------

Figure 4.6: Cross-sectional view of an HRS. 

Distance from the target to the sieve slit 118 em 

Momentum range 0.3 GeV fc to 4.0 GeV fc 

Momentum resolution 2.5 X 10-4 FWHM 

Momentum Acceptance ±4.5% 

Angular Range (Be) 12° to 160° 

Maximum Solid Angle 7 msr 

Optical length 23.4 m 

Bend Angle 45° 

Angular Acceptances: 

Out of Plane (8) ±50 mr 

In Plane (tP) ±25 mr 

Table 4.2: HRS parameters. 
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The magnet currents are remotely controlled by computers from the Hall A 

counting house. Detector packages for each of the HRS are installed inside the lead 

shielding house near the focal surface, after Q3. Table 4.2 lists some properties of 

the HRS pair. 

4.3.1 HRSE focal plane array. 

The electron arm focal plane detector array is shown in Figure 4. 7. Of the 

electron arm focal plane detectors, only the Vertical Drift Chambers (VDC) and the 

two scintillator planes were used for this experiment. The two scintillator planes Sl 

and S2 were used to obtain the single arm trigger, while the VDC's were used to 

obtain the positions and angles of the particles at the focal plane. 

Gas Cereakov--

voc\---..... , ........ 

Figure 4. 7: Electron-arm detector package, not to scale. 
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4.3.2 HRSH focal plane array. 

Figure 4.8 shows the details of the hadron arm detector package. In addition 

to the VDC's and scintillators, we used the Focal Plane Polarimeter (FPP) in the 

Hadron arm to measure the polarization of the protons at the focal plane. Each of 

these detectors is described in the following sections. 

S3 

VDC 

\" 
Figure 4.8: Hadron-arm detector package, showing the FPP, not to scale. 

4.4 Vertical Drift Chambers for the HRS pair. 

Each HRS uses an identical pair of Vertical Drift Chambers (VDC's) [107} to 

measure the position (x,y) and the angle (8, ,P) of the trajectory at the focal plane. 

A typical particle track passes through the VDC's at 45°. 

In each spectrometer, the lower wire plane of the lower VDC was positioned 
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near the ideal focal surface. The second VDC is located about 50 em downstream 

of the first, offset in the dispersive direction by about 40 em, so that the nominal 

central trajectory passes through the center of each VDC. The distance between the 

two VDC's acts as a long lever arm in the calculation of angles, resulting in high 

angular resolution. 

V2 Upper Chamber 

U2 

Lower Chamber VI 

Ul 

SIDE VIEW 

Upper Chamber 

nominal 45° particle ttajec:tory 

Lower Chamber 
TOP VIEW 

Figure 4.9: Side (top) and top (bottom) views of the VDC's. 

Each VDC has two wire planes U and V which are at 45° to the dispersive 

direction as shown in Figure 4.9. These VDC's use negative high voltage for the 

cathode planes and the signal wires are at virtual ground. One important feature 

of these VDC's is that they do not have field-shaping guard wires, which allows 

these chambers to be operated at a lower voltage than in the case of a conventional 

VDC. The wire spacing and the chamber thickness are such that a 45° track will 

fire typically 5 wires of a plane, which improves the position resolution and yields a 

high reconstruction efficiency. Spectrometer acceptance fixes the maximum angle a 
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particle trajectory can have at 52°. This extreme angle will cause at least three wires 

to fire. 

The high voltage planes were made out of gold-plated mylar foil, and the wires 

were gold-plated tungsten. There are 368 wires in each plane separated by 6 mm. 

The wire positions were checked on a precision optical bench and found to be centered 

better than 50 microns for each wire. The gas mixture used was 65% Ar and 35% 

Ethane. 

4.4.1 Read out system for VDC's. 

When a charged particle passes through the VDC, it ionizes the Argas atoms, 

and leaves behind a track of electrons and ions. Due to the electric field between the 

high voltage plane and the wire, the electrons start drifting towards the wire. They 

will have a constant drift velocity until they come near the sense wire, where there 

is a radiall/r field gradient. Here due to the higher kinetic energy they obtain, they 

ionize more gas atoms leading to an avalanche. This accumulated electron bunch is 

captured by the anode wire as a negative analog signal. This signal is transported 

to the preamp/discriminator cards where it is amplified and discriminated. The 

logic signal output from the discriminator is sent to multihit TDC's (time to distance 

converters), in common stop mode where the STOP comes from the trigger. The time 

data from the TDC are put into the data stream. This is depicted in Figure 4.10. 

analog signal 
from sense wire ~ START 

DISC -v -
preamp TDC 

STOP --event trigger 

Figure 4.10: A block diagram of the electronics used for VDC's. 
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The drift time information is combined with the drift velocity of the electrons 

to calculate the perpendicular distances from the track to each wire that fired. The 

method of calculation is described in detail in Chapter 5. 

4.5 Scintillators for the two spectrometers. 

In both HRS's we used two scintillator planes S1 and S2 separated by 185 em. 

Each scintillator paddle has two photo-multiplier tubes attached via light guides at 

each end of the paddle. The scintillator dimensions are listed in the Table below. 

Scintillator Number of paddle dimensions 

plane paddles Width Length Thickness 

S1 6 29 em 36 em 0.5 em 

S2 6 36 em 64 em 0.5 em 

Table 4.3: Scintillator dimensions for the HRS. 

4.6 Trigger Electronics. 

When the electronics was deciding whether it was interested in an event or 

not, or when it was reading an event, new data needed to be inhibited so that the 

data being written does not get corrupted. Likewise, once the electronics had decided 

that an event was of interest, it needed a way to trigger the data acquisition system 

to read out the data. These jobs were done by the trigger electronics. Though there 

is a more involved trigger setup in Hall A now, for this experiment, a basic trigger 

was used as shown in Figure 4.11. 
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Sl 

E-Arm 

S3 
1---~-+ .... 

MLU 

Scintillators 

Figure 4.11: Simplified trigger electronics used for E89033. Here Pl, P2 correspond 

to PMT's for Sl and S2 planes respectively and Rand L represent right and left side 

of the scintillator. 
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4.6.1 Single arm trigger. 

Single arm prescaled events are events randomly accepted from any one spec

trometer, regardless of subsequent trigger logic. These are useful for diagnostic pur

poses and alignment of the FPP to the VDC's in the hadron spectrometer as well as 

to calculate focal plane efficiencies. 

A single arm trigger is generated from the coincidence between the Sl and S2 

planes and is used to signal the passage of a charged particle through the spectrometer. 

An acceptable hit from a scintillator paddle requires signals from both PMT's at each 

end of that scintillator paddle. The scintillator signals from the two planes are sent 

to a Memory Look Up Unit (MLU) which can be programmed to check whether the 

signals from the two planes are in coincidence and whether they correspond to a track 

which is approximately parallel to the central ray. If these conditions are satisfied it 

will generate the S 1 singles trigger from the electron spectrometer and the S3 singles 

trigger from the hadron spectrometer. 

4.6.2 Coincidence trigger. 

The two singles triggers, Sl and S3 are sent to an overlap AND circuit to form 

a coincidence trigger, S5. 

All three types of triggers are then sent to a scaler unit for counting and to a 

Trigger Supervisor (TS) unit. This unit has a prescale function and an MLU function. 

When a trigger arrives at the TS, the prescale function scales the signal by a prescale 

factor set by the experimenter (for example, if the prescale factor for Sl trigger type 

is 1000, it will ignore the first 999 Sl triggers and will accepts only the lOOOth Sl 

trigger). The MLU function of the TS acts on the prescaled events. When a trigger 

arrives, the TS checks whether the data acquisition system is "dead" (busy writing 

data) or "alive". If it is "alive", the TS accepts the trigger and signals to write data. 

Once a trigger is accepted, the data acquisition system is dead for about 700 JJS. 

Thus, in the case of a coincidence event, if one of the two singles triggers arrive at the 
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TS before the coincidence trigger, then the singles trigger would be accepted and the 

coincidence information would be lost. In order to avoid this, all singles triggers are 

delayed by 30 ns with respect to the coincidence trigger. As a result, the coincidence 

trigger and not the singles triggers that generated it is guaranteed to be accepted. 

4.7 HRSH Focal Plane Polarimeter. 

The central piece of equipment for this experiment was the Focal Plane Po

larimeter (FPP) which was located at the focal plane of the High Resolution Hadron 

Spectrometer. The FPP was used to measure the polarization of the proton at the 

focal plane. The FPP statistically measures the polarization of the proton by sec

ondary scattering off an analyzing medium. If the proton interacted with a nucleus 

of the analyzer medium via the nuclear force, due to the nuclear spin-orbit force, 

then the proton is scattered asymmetrically. This asymmetry is proportional to the 

polarization of the proton. By measuring the asymmetry, we determine the compo

nents of the polarization of the proton normal to its momentum direction. A proton 

can scatter off a nucleus in the analyzer by a Coulomb or a nuclear interaction. We 

are only interested in the nuclear scattered events. However, most of the events are 

Coulomb scattered events which have no analyzing power. The probability of scatter

ing a proton via the Coulomb interaction is sharply peaked at very low polar angles, 

i.e., at about one or two degrees. In contrast, the probability of scattering a proton 

via the nuclear interaction has a broad angular distribution (Otw) extending up to 

about 40° in polar angle. However, the cross section drops off rapidly when you go 

to higher polar angles (see Figure 4.12). 

The FPP in Hall A was built by a collaboration from Rutgers University, 

College of William and Mary, Norfolk State University, and University of Georgia. 

Figure 4.8 shows the FPP. It consist of a carbon analyzer and four straw chambers. 

The Carbon analyzer is sandwiched between the two front chambers and the two rear 
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Figure 4.12: Number of counts vs. scattering angle (JIPP obtained from data. The 
dashed lines show the (} fpp angular range used for the analysis of the present data. 

chambers, allowing the tracks to be determined before and after scattering from the 

analyzer. The FPP was commissioned in the Spring of 1997, just before the present 

experiment, at three different time periods. 

4.7.1 Some characteristics of the Hall A FPP. 

1. The angular resolution of the FPP chambers is about 4 mr. 

2. Multiple scattering from graphite of thickness 9 inches is about 17 mr. 

3. Due to the very large acceptance of the rear chambers, there is only a very few 

events that fail the "cone test:1 (the ability to detect the events in the full cone 

of the scattered track from the rear chambers) for scattering angles between 5° 

and 20°, for about 450 MeV protons. 

4. The efficiency (ratio of the number of acceptable events scattered from the 

carbon analyzer to that of the incident particles) is approximately 10% for 450 

MeV protons with a carbon thickness of 9 inches. 
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4. 7.2 FPP carbon analyzer. 

The thickness of the carbon analyzer used depends on the energy of the incident 

proton and has a major effect on the efficiency of the polarimeter. The carbon analyzer 

must be thin enough so that the multiple Coulomb scattering angles (which lead to 

less certainty in the vertex reconstruction and therefore in the scattering angle) are 

smaller than the scattering angles for nuclear scattered events. However, we know 

that the thicker the analyzer, the higher is the probability to get nuclear scattered 

events. In our analysis we rejected events scattered at angles less than 5° in polar 

angle, which is ample to reject most of the Coulomb scattered events. 

The carbon analyzer built for Hall A FPP uses 5 independent, remotely con

trollable carbon blocks to adjust the analyzer thickness so that the FPP can be 

optimized for a range of proton energies. The block thicknesses are : 9", 6", 3", 1.5" 

and 0. 75" in order from front to back. Each block is vertically split in the middle with 

a 45 degree cut, and has two sections that open to the sides. These carbon blocks 

are operated remotely through EPICS. We used the 6" and the 3" carbon blocks 

combined throughout this experiment. We chose 6" and 3" carbon blocks together 

rather than using the 9" carbon, since the former combination is closer to the rear 

chambers, allowing the rear FPP chambers to detect the scattered events that lie in 

the full cone of the scattered tracks. We used the polar angle range of 5° to 20° for 

the analysis of FPP data. 

4. 7.3 FPP straw chambers. 

A straw chamber is a set of cylindrical tubes, with a thin wire running along 

the central a.'<is of each tube (straw). The Hall A FPP straw chambers have the wire 

at positive high voltage relative to the straw. These straws were built by wrapping a 

10 micron thick aluminum foil and two 2 mil thick mylar layers with heat setting glue 

around a 0.5 em radius mandril. Each tube is individually supplied with gas. The 

central wire is 1 mil in diameter, gold-plated tungsten with a few percent rhenium. 
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The centering of the wire in the straw has a precision of 3 mil (cr). The wires were 

strung at a tension of 43 grams. The high voltages for the wires were supplied by the 

Lecroy 1463 HV modules. 'We operated the chambers at about a high voltage of 1900 

V for each wire. 

\.Yhen a charged particle goes through a straw, it ionizes gas atoms in the 

straw. The electrons then drift towards the central wire, which is at a positive HV 

with respect to the straw wall, while positive ions move towards the straw wall. We 

used a 65% Argon / 35% ethane gas mLxture (same as for the VDC's). For this gas 

mixture the electron drift velocity is about 50 microns per ns. Therefore, for the straw 

radius of 0.5 em, the ma."<imum drift time is about 100 ns. The mean free path of 

electrons in this kind of gas is about 10-6m. Therefore the electrons are continuously 

colliding with the gas atoms while moving towards the anode, giving a constant drift 

velocity for a large range of electric fields. \Vhen the electrons get near the wire, due 

to the large field gradient of the 1/r electric field, electrons accelerate giving them 

more energy to ionize more gas atoms, thus creating an avalanche of electrons. This 

gives rise to an electric signal with a considerable negative voltage. When this analog 

signal is received by the readout boards, it is preamplified by about 21 times, then 

it is discriminated to give a logic pulse. Finally the signal is multiplexed into groups 

of 8 as a logic pulse which has a different pulse width for each of the eight wires in 

the group. At the boards the pulse voltage is kept small to avoid picking up noise 

while being transported. Finally a pulse of amplitude 45 m V is sent in to the level 

shifter cards. At the level shifter this becomes a logic signal of amplitude 800 m V. 

This is sent to the TDC modules in the FASTBUS crate and their output is added 

to the data stream. A block diagram showing the electronics used for this is shown 

in Figure 4.13. 
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Figure 4.13: Block diagram for the logic used for FPP signals. 

vVhen the leading edge of this signal is received at the TDC, it starts the 

TDC clock. vVhen the scintillator trigger signal comes the clock stops (we have 

common stop TDC's). The time difference between these two is the drift time. The 

time difference between the leading edge and the trailing edge of the chamber signal 

determines the wire number in that wire group of eight. Figures 5.13, and 5.11 show 

a typical drift time and demultiplex spectra from FPP respectively. 

Physical description of the chamber. 

Each chamber has 6 straw planes which are positioned normal to the spec

trometer's nominal central trajectory. The two front chambers are identical in de

sign, having three "v'' planes and three "u" planes each. The "u" and ''v'' planes 

are perpendicular to each other and the "u" planes make an angle of 45° with the x 

(dispersive) direction. Chamber 3 has two "u", two ''v", and two "x'' planes, while 

chamber 4 has three "u" and three ''v" planes (see Figure 4.14}. In the front cham

bers, for both "u" planes and "v" planes, going from one layer to the next, the middle 

straw layer was offset by half a straw, while for the rear chambers each straw layer 

was offset by half a straw in the same direction. 
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Figure -1.14: The coordinate system and the first straws of the planes. 

Chamber Ch. 1 Ch. 2 Ch. 3 Ch. -1 

Active length(cm) 209.0 209.0 267.5 292.2 

Active width(cm) 60.0 60.0 122.5 140.6 

Wire spacing( em) 1.095 1.095 1.0795 1.0795 

Table 4.4: Dimensions of the FPP straw chambers. 
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Chamber Plane #of straws Z distance (em) Distance to first 

straw from center(cm) 

Chamber 1 FV1 160 184.867 80.777 

FV2 160 185.815 81.325 

FV3 160 186.763 80.777 

FU1 176 191.423 100.442 

FU2 176 192.371 100.990 

FU3 176 193.319 100.442 

Chamber 2 FV4 160 301.247 80.506 

FV5 160 302.195 81.054 

FV6 160 303.143 80.506 

FU4 176 307.803 102.149 

FU5 176 308.751 102.696 

FU6 176 309.699 102.149 

Chamber 3 RU1 239 394.767 134.422 

RU2 239 395.697 133.882 

RV1 239 396.791 123.247 

RV2 238 397.721 122.707 

RX1 246 398.815 141.381 

RX2 245 399.745 140.841 

Chamber4 RU3 276 431.577 152.937 

RU4 276 432.507 153.477 

RU5 276 433.437 154.017 

RV3 276 434.511 138.689 

RV4 276 435.441 138.149 

RV5 276 436.371 137.610 

Table 4.5: Dimensions and parameters of straw planes. Note 

that the planes are listed in order of increasing Z coordinate. 

85 
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Chapter 5 

Data Analysis. 

In this chapter we describe the procedure for determining physically meaningful 

quantities from the raw data information. 'We can think of the data analysis as having 

four principal parts: 

1. Determination of the kinematics for each event. 

2. Determination of asymmetries of the secondary scattering at the focal plane. 

3. Placement of cuts on the data to ensure data quality. 

4. Calculating the polarization observables at the target. 

For each event we first calculate the coordinates and angles at the focal plane 

using the VDC raw wire hits and drift times. This will tell us the trajectory of the 

particle at the focal plane. Then we can transport this trajectory back to the target 

using the knowledge of the optics for the two spectrometers. Since we know the 

momentum and the coordinates at the target, we can determine the kinematics of the 

event. 

Secondly, from the Focal Plane Polarimeter straw chamber information we can 

determine the incident and the scattered tracks from the carbon analyzer. From the 

front two chambers we can determine the trajectory incident on the carbon analyzer 

87 
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and from the rear two chambers the scattered trajectory. From these two tracks we 

can determine the polar and the azimuthal angles for each event that scattered from 

the carbon analyzer. This can be used to calculate the asymmetry at the focal plane 

and therefore the polarization observables at the focal plane. 

In obtaining the above-mentioned observables from the raw data, we have to 

apply cuts on the data to ensure the integrity of the data. Cuts such as transverse 

position measured at the target (Ye,) and corrected coincidence time of flight (tccor) 

to select coincident events that start from the target; and cuts like VDC-multiplicity, 

VDC-position to make sure they are good VDC events and polarimeter cuts such as 

81111, zclose, helicity and the cone-test to ensure good FPP events. We discuss each 

of these aspects of the analysis in this chapter. 

5.1 Scintillator Analysis. 
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Figure 5.1: ADC and TDC spectra from a scintillator paddle. 

TDC and ADC information are provided for the photo-tubes at each end of 

a scintillator paddle in each plane for both spectrometers. Figure 5.1 shows typical 
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ADC and TDC spectra for a scintillator paddle. The pulse height of the ADC signal 

is a measure of how much energy is deposited by the particle while passing through 

the scintillator material. The descriminator thresholds for the photo-multiplier tubes 

(PMT) were set before the experiment, so that they were high enough to eliminate 

noise but low enough not to lose real events. As mentioned before, the coincidence 

trigger was formed from the coincidence of the two single arm triggers. 

5.2 VDC Analysis. 

For both spectrometers, the VDC analysis was performed in the same manner. 

From the drift time information we first determined the perpendicular drift distance 

for a particular sense wire from the track. Figure 5.2 shows a standard drift time 

spectrum from a VDC plane. 

1!010 

100110 

·-~~~~~~~~~-~~~~~~~~-~--~~
mcdu. 

Figure 5.2: Number of counts vs. drift time. 

Three regions are apparent in the spectrum; the peak, the plateau and the 

tail all arise due to geometric effects. The number of counts in an interval of the 

drift-time spectrum is given by 
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dN dNds 
dt = ds dt' 

(5.1) 

where s is the length of the path traveled by the drift electron. The drift 

velocity, ds/dt, is essentially constant. except very close to the wire. dN/ds is the 

effective flux through the drift line. 

Let us consider that the flux of tracks through the chamber to be </>. Since the 

typical angle of tracks through Hall A VDC's is 45°, the effective flu."<, ( dN / ds) in 

the parallel field region is </> (sin45°) (see Figure 5.3). Thus the number of counts per 

channel in the parallel field region comes out to be 

dN 1 .ds 
dt = V2rp dt. (5.2) 

In the radial field region, the closest drift path from a 45° track to the wire is a 

field line oriented at -15° to the wire plane. As a result, in the radial region the tracks 

are perpendicular to the drift paths and hence the effective flu."< is </>. This gives rise 

to the peak in the drift time spectrum with approximately V2 times more counts per 

channel in the radial field region than in the parallel region. The reason for this to 

appear in the highest TDC channel region in the spectrum is that we use common 

stop mode TDC's. The tail of the spectrum occurs from the high drift time region 

since the active cell volume decreases close to the high-voltage plane. 

5.2.1 Determination of VDC coordinates. 

For a typical track, there are about five sense wire signals. A linear fit to the 

corresponding five perpendicular distances allows us to determine the intersection 

point (cross-over point) of the track with the wire plane (see Figure 5.4). 
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Figure 5.3: Field lines and particle tracks through a VDC plane. The incident parti

cles come at an angle of 45° to the VDC wire plane. 

crou·over poant 

Figure 5.4: A trajectory through one of the VDC wire planes. The geodetic is the 

shortest drift time. See text for details. 

The fit to the perpendicular distances at each plane results in a position coor

dinate (u or v) and an angular coordinate (du/dz, dv/dz) for the plane. Using the 
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long lever arm between the two chambers, global angles (ql and 7]2} can be calculated 

more accurately than the local angles using, 

u2- ul 
tan ql = dl 

v2- vl 
tan 7]2 = dl 

(5.3} 

(5.4} 

However, the local angles were useful in optimizing the drift velocities and as 

a consistency check for the global angles. The detector coordinate system is defined 

on the ul plane (focal surface) as shown in Figure 5.5. Therefore, the vl coordinate 

is projected onto the ul plane by the following 

VI 

Ul 

Side •icw 

v = v 1 - d2 tan q2 

u = ul. 

. 
y 

Tap •icw 

. 
v 

(5.5) 

(5.6) 

Figure 5.5: VDC coordinate system with respect to the detector hut system. 

5.2.2 Determination of Focal plane coordinates. 

Detector hut coordinate system. 

Next we have to convert the {u, v, z) coordinates measured in the VDC system 

into the detector hut coordinate system {x, y, z) shown in Figure 5.5. Details of the 
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transformation can be found in [109}. This transformation is given by, 

1 
tan 8det = l2 (tan ·'11 +tan TJ2} (5.7) 

1 
tan tPdet = l2 (-tan '11 +tan ry2) (5.8} 

1 
Xdet = l2 (u + v) (5.9) 

1 
Ydet = l2 (-u + v). (5.10} 

Transport coordinate system. 

The transport coordinate system is obtained by rotating the detector hut sys

tem clockwise around its y axis by 45.1°. as follows: 

8 
_ 8det + tanpa 

tra-
1 - 8dettanpo 

' cfJdet 
cptra. = 

8 
. 

cospa- detSlllpo 

Xtra. = Xdet cospa ( 1 + 8tra. tanpo) 

Ytra. = Ydet + sinpotPtra.Xdet· 

Here p0 is the rotation angle, -45.1°; See Fig 5.6. 

VI 

Ul 

Side view 

Figure 5.6: Transport coordinate system. 

(5.11) 

(5.12) 

(5.13} 

(5.14} 
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5.3 Focal plane to target coordinate calculation. 

Having determined the focal plane coordinates (two angles and two posi

tions) the spectrometer optics tensor is used to calculate the target coordinates. 

For a schematic diagram showing the target and focal plane coordinate systems, 

see Figure 5.7. The spectrometer optics tensor maps the focal plane coordinates 

(x IP' Y!P,(hP, <l>tp) into the target coordinates (xt9 , Yt9 , Bt9 , 4>t9 , c5) and is generated by 

an optics optimization procedure described in the following section. 

X 
tg 

z 

Figure 5.7: Coordinate systems at the target and at the focal plane. 

The units used for these matrix elements are meters for distances (x,y), radians 

(rad) for angles (8, 4>) and units of percent for relative momentum c5. 

The Focal-plane Coordinate System (FCS) is defined by the spectrometer op

tics. This does not necessarily coincide with the detector coordinate system based on 

the VDC's due to various misalignments of the VDC's. Therefore the transformation 

from the VDC coordinate system to the FCS includes corrections to VDC misalign

ments which are represented by offset matri."< elements and are determined during the 

optics optimization procedure. The following equations are with the offsets added to 
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these focal plane variables. 

Xrp = Xtra 

() 
_ 8det + tan p 

fp-
1 - 8det tan p 

, lPdet - L Piooox}p 
lPrp = 

8 
. . 

cosp- detsmp 

95 

(5.15) 

(5.16) 

(5.17) 

(5.18} 

Here p is the angle between the local central ray and the z a.xis of the detector 

hut coordinate system and is given by tanp = E tiOoox}p (see fig 5.8). 

Figure 5.8: Focal plane coordinate system (rotated) along the dispersive direction. 

Optics optimization. 

Only a brief outline of the optics optimization is given here. For a detailed 

description of the calibration of the Hall A HRS pair, see Reference [112} and [113]. 

The tensor elements obtained for the two HRS prior to this experiment are given in 

Appendi.x E. 

\Ve measure only four quantities at the focal plane, but we have five unknowns 

at the target. Therefore during the optics commissioning runs the vertical position 

at the target (xt9 ) was set to zero by making sure the beam position at the target 
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in x direction is always within 200 p.m. In a first-order approximation, we can relate 

the target quantities to the focal plane quantities by the following matri.x: 

t5 <t5lx> <t518> 0 0 X 

8 <fJix> <t518> 0 0 8 
- (5.19) 

y 0 0 <y I y > <Yi¢>> y 

¢J 0 0 < ¢ IY > <¢I¢> ¢ 
tg fp 

Here, the null matrLx elements result from the mid-plane symmetry of the 

spectrometer. In order to obtain the desired high resolution for Hall A spectrometers 

the optimization is performed to the fifth order in focal plane coordinates. 

A set of tensors 1-'j~:, Tj~:t, P1~:1 and Dikt connect the focal plane coordinates to 

the target coordinates by the following equations: 

(5.20) 
j,k,l 

(5.21) 
j,k,l 

(5.22) 
j,k,l 

c5 = L Djkt8}p Y~p ¢~p· (5.23) 
j,k,l 

Here each tensor element l'J~:1 , TJ~:t, Pikt, Djkt is a polynomial in x fp, for exam-

ple, 

m 

l'i~:t = 1:: ci x~p· (5.24) 
i=l 

Again, the mid-plane symmetry of the spectrometer requires that for non-zero 

l'J~:t and Pikl! (k+l) is odd, while for Dikl and Tjkt, (k+l) is even. 

To obtain these tensor elements, a x2 minimization was performed on the four 
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difference distributions defined by 

vo ]2 
• tg 

()0]2 [~ p oJ. k •I 
tg + """ l..Jj,k,l jkl fp y fp qJ fp 

L- u.s 
.. "' 

Here, a's correspond to the resolutions of the relevant difference distributions. 

97 

(5.25) 

(5.26) 

(5.27) 

The optimization of optics used for this analysis was performed by the thesis 

students of the experiment 89003, using data taken just before the run-time of this 

experiment. First the y optimization was performed. then the optimization of the 

two angles () and <I> were performed. finally the relative momentum optimization was 

performed. The optics optimization was performed using (e e') elastic scattering 

from a thin 12C target. For the angle optimization, a sieve slit with -l9 holes each of 

diameter 2 mm was positioned at the entrance to the spectrometer in front of QL 

For the relative momentum optimization, the field setting of the spectrometer was 

tuned and the relative dipole field ~B/8 was changed from -4.5% to -1.5% in steps of 

1.5%, so that the elastic peak of 12C (e, e') was shifted along the dispersive direction. 

Absolute momentum calibration of the HRS. 

The absolute momentum calibration is described in detail in Ref. [111]. Only 

a brief discussion is given here. For the absolute momentum calibration, the excited 

states of 12C( e,e'). measured with a constant field setting for the dipole were used. 

Since the momentum difference from the elastic peak to each excited state is known, 

using the following equation one can determine r, the spectrometer constant and P 1, 

the absolute momentum: 

• 
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~p 
Pr = r 8 [1 + p-J 

2 

Pr = r 8 [1 + I: di x}p]· 
i=l 

98 

(5.28) 

(5.29) 

Here 8 is the spectrometer dipole field. We include only up to the second 

order term in x fp since the results are not affected by including a third order term 

(the coefficient d3 is the same size as its error bar). For further details see Ref. [111]. 

Figure 5.9 shows the reconstructed transverse position (Ytg) at the target for 

the HRSE. The three foils of the waterfall target can be resolved due to the high 

resolution nature of the spectrometers . 
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Figure 5.9: Transverse position (yt9 ) reconstruction for the waterfall target. 

The magnetic constants for the two HRS are listed in Table 5.1. 

HRSE HRSH 

r (MeV/kG) 253.22±0.36 270.21±0.38 

Table 5.1: Magnetic constants for the two HRS. 
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5.4 Beam energy calculation. 

Since this was one of the first physics experiments in Hall .-\., we did not have a 

reliable standard method of measuring the energy of the incident electron. Since we 

had elastic H(e,e'p) events from the waterfall target in our acceptance, we used the 

kinematically over-determined H(e,e'p) reaction to calculate the beam energy using 

E. = ·J Nl [ sin8t (sin 8p - sin8t) ] 
I - £ N ( • (} • () )2 . ?(} . sm P - sm t - sm- e 

(5.30) 

Here J/ N is the proton mass, Be and 8p are the electron and proton scattering 

angles respectively, and 81 is the sum of the two scattering angles. The derivation of 

this equation can be found in Appendix B. 

The result of this method is shown in Figure 5.10. The width of this distri

bution depends on the angular resolution of the two spectrometers, energy loss due 

to straggling before and after scattering and on multiple scattering when the particle 

travels from the target to the focal plane. 

-
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Figure 5.10: Beam energy obtained from H(e,e'p) scattering angle method for E89033. 
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This is only one method of determining the beam energy. A comparison of 

the beam energy obtained from three different methods for experiment 89003 is doc

umented in Ref. [111]. The three different methods were: 12C(e,e') differential recoil 

technique, the H(e,e'p) scattering angle technique, and the (e,e'p) missing energy 

technique. All three methods gave the same result for the beam energy within 0.2%, 

giving us confidence in using one method. 

5.5 FPP data analysis. 

In this section we present how the polarization observable amplitudes at the 

focal plane are determined, starting from the hit patterns obtained from the front 

and rear FPP straw chambers. \Ve first determine the front track that is incident on 

the carbon analyzer. Then we determine the scattered track using the two rear FPP 

chambers. From these two proton trajectories the two scattering angles () fpp and <P fpp 

were calculated. Finally fitting the tP/pp distribution with a function, f [cos (tPJpp), 

sin (tPJpp), cos (2 tPJpp), sin (2 cPJpp)], we obtain the polarization amplitudes at the focal 

plane. 

5.5.1 Determination of wire number ( demultiplexing). 

For each hit on each FPP plane, the straw group, leading edge and trailing 

edge times of the TDC signal are input to the analysis code ESPACE. As mentioned 

in Chapter 4, all the straws in a plane are multiplexed in groups of eight. The 

time difference between the leading edge and the trailing edge of the TDC signal 

corresponds to the pulse width of the gate set by the readout board for that particular 

wire. There are eight such gates corresponding to each straw in the straw group. The 

ordering of the gates are different from plane to plane as shown in the Table 5.2. 
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Gate# 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 

Straw # in Front planes 1 3 2 4 6 8 5 7 

Straw# in RV1,RV2 1 3 2 4 6 8 5 7 

Straw # in RU1,RU2 8 6 7 5 3 1 4 2 

Straw # in RXJ,R..'\:2 1 3 2 4 6 8 5 7 

Straw # in RU3,RU4,RU5 8 6 7 5 3 1 4 2 

Straw # in RV3,RV 4,RV5 8 6 7 5 3 1 4 2 

Table 5.2: Relationship between the gate number and 

the straw number in a straw group. 

101 

The characteristic time width for a given straw in a group of eight may vary from 

the standard values. Therefore cuts corresponding to different wires are placed on 

time difference spectra (demux spectra) obtained from a pulser run. There are such 

demu.x spectra for each wire group in all 24 planes. These cuts are saved into a data 

file and were read in by ESPACE to determine the wire number in a group. One such 

demu.x spectrum is shown in Figure 5.11. Each gate has a width of 10 ns. If the time 

difference for a signal is greater than the highest gate, it will be assigned the highest 

gate, and if the time difference is less than the lowest gate, it will be assigned the 

first gate. Finally, the wire number is obtained using Equation 5.31. 
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Figure 5.11: Demux spectrum from front V1 plane of FPP. 
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vVirenumber = 8 * ( wiregroup - 1) + IVVG. (5.31) 

Here I\.YG is the wire number in that wire group. 

Figure 5.12 shows thE> raw straw chamber data taken for a Hydrogen run. The 

step in this figure is due to the high correlation of the H ( e, e' P) data in the y direction, 

and the use of a target with three discrete foils. 
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Figure 5.12: Raw straw spectrum for the front V5 plane of FPP. 

5.5.2 Drift time to drift distance calculation for FPP. 

To determine the exact spatial position of the proton track through the straw, 

we need to know the drift distance in addition to the straw number (of course there 

will still be a circle around the wire with the radius of this drift distance to pick from, 

until we compare the hits and drift distances of the other planes for a particular 

track). 

As was described in Chapter 4, the TDC leading-edge time is proportional to 

the time it takes the electron bunch to travel towards the anode wire, and is in tum 

proportional to the drift distance. There can be an offset (tolfset) in time depending 
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on which plane and in which straw group it is from. This is due to different delays in 

different parts of the electronics. These offsets were obtained by shifting the leading 

edge time {LTDC) spectra distributions so that the shortest time corresponds to zero. 

Such a corrected spectrum is shown in Figure 5.13. 

I~ 
I \ 

J , 

J \ 

J .,~' 
175 :!1111 

Drift Time (nil 

Figure 5.13: Drift time spectrum after correcting for toffset for the front U1 plane of 

FPP. 

Near the anode wire, the drift velocity changes rapidly. Thus, in this region 

the drift time to drift distance conversion is not linear. Instead it is obtained from a 

fifth-order polynomial in corrected drift time. tc. 

5 

Driftdistance = LTU,n) t~. 
n=O 

(5.32) 

The coefficients TU,n) were obtained from fitting the integrated time spectra 

for a plane j. These coefficients are also stored in a data file and are read in by 

ESPACE. If the drift distance was larger than 0.522cm (which corresponds to the 

radius of the straw), it was assigned 0.522 and if it was less than zero it was assigned 

zero. 
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5.5.3 Determination of the incident and scattered tracks for 

the carbon analyzer. 

Once the straw number and drift distance information for a given event in each 

plane are known, from a linear fit to these hits we can now determine the approximate 

front and rear trajectories. For a precise determination of the trajectory, we need to 

include the software alignment information. 

Since we are measuring the asymmetry of the polar scattering angle distribution 

of the proton scattered from carbon ( 4> Jpp) to obtain the physics, there should not be 

any false or instrumental asymmetries in the detector system. False asymmetries can 

arise from two sources: misalignments and inefficiencies of the chambers. Therefore 

the proper alignment of the FPP chambers is fundamental to the extraction of the 

correct asymmetries. There are two kinds of alignments: internal alignment which 

aligns the four FPP chambers to one another, and the global alignment which aligns 

these four FPP chambers to the VDC's. Both of these alignments are necessary if one 

wishes to obtain the correct polarization observables at the target. The alignment of 

the FPP and the determination of the precise tracks afterwards are both discussed 

in AppendL"'< A. The x and y distributions thus obtained from the FPP during 160 

running are shown in the Figure 5.14. 
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Figure 5.14: x andy positions obtained from FPP at the focal plane for the 85 MeV/c 

pmiss point. 

5.5.4 Determination of scattering angles for the secondary 

scattering. 

After the determination of the incident and the scattered tracks for the carbon 

analyzer, we can now determine the scattering angles. There are three sets of angles of 

interest. The first two sets are the Cartesian angles of the initial and final trajectories, 

(O,, </Jf, 1/Jt) and (Or, </Jr, ·1/Jr)· The third set is the polar and azimuthal secondary 

scattering angles, o,pp and <P fpp· 

Figure 5.15 shows the Cartesian angles for either the incident or the scattered 

track in the x, y, z coordinate system (this is the same transport coordinate system 

defined earlier). Here 8 and <P are the Cartesian angles we already have from the 
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track reconstruction for either the front or the rear track, (J is the angle between the 

projection of the track on the yz plane and the z a."<is while ¢ is the angle between 

the projection of the track on the xz plane and the z a."<is. 

9 
I 

.. 
~------------------· y 

ProJection on to yz plane 

Front or Rear u:u:lt 

t 

Figure 5.15: Cartesian angles shown for the front or the rear track through FPP. 

If c5 and 1/J are the angles between the track and the xz and yz planes respectively 

we can write the projection of the unit track on to the x, y, z a."<is in terms of either 

(0,1/J) or (c5,¢) as follows: 

X: = cosc5 sin¢ = simp 

y - sinc5 = costj; sinO 

i = cosc5 cos¢ = cos.,P cosO. 

From 5.34 and 5.35 , 

tanc5 = coscf> tanfJ. 

From 5.33 and 5.34, substituting for c5 in terms of c/> and 8, 

(5.33) 

(5.34) 

(5.35) 

(5.36) 
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tamp = tan¢ cosO. 

This is valid for both the front and the rear tracks, so we have 

tam?rr = tan¢r cosOr 

tam/Jr - tan¢r cosOr. 

107 

(5.37) 

(5.38) 

{5.39) 

Since we are interested in finding the scattered angles of the scattered track 

with respect to the incident front track, it will be convenient if the front track Lies 

along the z a.xis of the coordinate system. But since we have a distribution of incident 

angles, each incident track has its own z axis. Therefore, for every track the coordinate 

system has to be rotated so that its z axis lies along the direction of the incident track. 

This is achieved by two rotations. First we rotate the yz plane around the x 

a:<is by an angle 8. so that £ is along the front track. This is performed by the matrix 

(Rl) as shown below. Then we rotate the coordinate system by an angle 'r/J so that 

the front track is on the xz plane. This is performed by the matrix (R2) given in the 

following equation. 

If the new projection vectors along x, y and z directions for the front and rear 

track are (.X/, iJ/, z/) and (X,., y~, z~), we can relate the new projection vectors to the 

old ones by 

Rl R2 

X'. I 0 cos'r/Jr 0 -simpr 1 0 0 it 
~t - 0 - 0 1 0 0 cosOr -sin8r ilt (5.40) Yt 
~t 

zf 1 sin'r/Jr 0 COS'r/Jr 0 sinOr cos8r ZJ 

Therefore the rear track projection vectors along the x, y, z directions also 

change 
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Rl Kl 
~ 

~, 

Xr cos'I/Jr 0 -sin'I/Jr 1 0 0 Xr 
~, - 0 1 0 0 cos Or -sinOr Yr (5.41) Yr 
;I sin'lbr 0 coswr 0 sin Or cosOr Zr -r 

This will result in 

~ cos·I/Jr Xr - sinOr sin'I/Jr y r - cosOr sintPr Zr 

y~ - cosOr y r - sinOr Zr (5.42) 

z~ sintPr Xr + sin8r cos'I/Jr y r + cos8r cos'I/Jr Zr 

Using the result in Eq. 5.38 for ·1/JJ we determine x~, y~, z~. 

Now both front and rear tracks are in a coordinate system defined along the 

front track. Thus the angles of the rear track measured in this coordinate system are 

directly equal to the scattering angles. Now we determine the Cartesian scattering 

t/Jsc = sin-L(~) (5.43) 

Bsc . -l ( Yr ) = sm 
COSt/Jsc 

(5.44) 

t/>sc = tan-1 ( ~) = tan-L ( tan'I/Jsc) . 
Zr cosOsc 

(5.45) 

\Vhat we are really interested are the azimuthal and polar angle distributions 

(t/>[1,1, flJpp) for the scattering by carbon. These spherical angles are shown in Fig

ure 5.16. ¢> fpp is defined to be the angle of the projected rear track on to the X'r ifr 
plane measured from the V,.. 
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Figure 5.16: Spherical angle definition for FPP. 

If f 0 is the projection of f on to i;~ y~ plane, 

.•) • f') .·12 ro = xT- + Yr 

Orpp - -l (fo) tan z~ 

l/>rpp = -l (~) tan y~ . 

109 

1\ 

y 
r' 

(5.-16) 

(5.47) 

(5.48) 

These angles are calculated by the ESPACE analyzer for each scattered event. 

5.6 Software cuts. 

Before looking at the ¢J fpp distributions to obtain the polarization observables 

at the focal plane, it was necessary to impose some software cuts to ensure the quality 

of the data. \Ve can categorize these cuts in to five sets 
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1. Good electron event. 

2. Good proton event. 

3. Good coincidence event. 

4. Good polarimetry event. 

5. Separation of states. 

5.6.1 Good electron event. 

In order to make sure the electron detected by the electron spectrometer cor

responds to a clean trajectory, the VDC data are restricted to some conditions. A 

track should fire at least 3 wires (high multiplicity). Only single track events are 

accepted (single cluster events). Further, a set of cuts were applied to remove the 

extreme trajectories. 

5.6.2 Good proton event. 

In addition to applying cuts to select good proton events as in the case of the 

good electron event, some cuts were applied on the FPP data to ensure that the event 

is a clean one for the FPP as well. For the FPP, both the front and the rear track 

have to be present. For this all four sets of straws; front U, front V, rear U, and rear 

V, should have acceptable hits, since loss of even one of these makes it impossible to 

calculate the scattering angles, 8 fw and ¢ fw· Secondly we impose a cut on the x2 

of the fit to the positions measured on each plane for the front tracks. Figure 5.7.2 

shows the unnormalized x2 distribution for the linear fit of the front u coordinate. 

Here the peak corresponds to the good fits as opposed to the tail which corresponds 

to poor fits or mis-tracking. x2 distribution is peaking around 0.15 rather than at 1, 

since our weighting factor was 1 em rather than the resolutions. This gives us the 
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resolutions for the position determination, which would be about 225 microns. A 

software cut of x2 = 0.5 was imposed on the front tracks. 
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Figure 5.17: Unnormalized x2 distribution for the front U tracking of FPP. 

5.6.3 Good coincidence events. 

We have to make sure that the recorded coincidence events from the Hall A 

data acquisition system are true coincidence events rather than being accidentals. 

This was achieved by making two software cuts. The time of flight spectrum we have 

at Hall A for forward angles has very little background, due to the 100 % duty factor 

of the machine. A software cut was made on the coincidence time of flight peak from 

198 ns to 208 ns. This is shown in the Figure 5.18. The finite width of this peak is 

due to electronic jitter in numerous cables used. To further eliminate accidentals, a 

Ytg cut was used so that the electron spectrometer and the hadron spectrometer both 

reconstruct the transverse position at the target to the same water foil. This is shown 

in Figure 5.19. 
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Figure 5.18: Coincidence time of Bight. 
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Figure 5.19: Transverse position reconstruction at the target for the three water foils 
from the two spectrometers. 

5.6.4 Good polarimetry events. 

There were some tests which were specifically on the variables obtained from 

the FPP. This is to further remove bad trajectories as well as ambiguous regions from 

the FPP data. 
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"Zclose" cut. 

The first test removes events for which the incident and the scattered trajec

tories do not intersect within the physical thickness of the carbon analyzer (zclose 

cut). The actual thickness of carbon we used was 22.5 em. Due to the smearing of 

trajectories and due to multiple scattering, the distribution is wider than this and 

the cut was made a little more than 2a, which is 40 em. 

o,pp cut. 

:\ second test is performed on the polar scattering angle() fpp· Since most of the 

small angle events are due to Coulomb scattered events (corresponding to the peak 

in Figure 5.20), these events were removed with a cut lhw < 5°. The L
2C reaction 

analyzing power has to be known for the computation of individual polarizations. 

For large () lw angles the analyzing power is not well known from the earlier models. 

Therefore we also use an upper limit on the () lw distribution as well, which rejects the 

larger scattering angles. However, since both the analyzing power and the number of 

scattered events (efficiency) drop off rapidly for higher angles, the error bar actually 

does not improve much by the inclusion of these events. 

oL...........L..........L.......;:r:::::.::ao::c::!:==""'=::z:o:~:--.J 
4 0 s ~ u • u ~ ~ • 

e._tdl&) 

Figure 5.20: lhw distribution for 85 MeV fc pmiss point. The dashed line shows the 
angular region used for the analysis. 
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Cone-test. 

The third test was on the acceptance of the secondary scattering event. This 

requirement was necessary to ensure that the acceptance effects did not introduce 

any false asymmetries. \Ve define a cone-test by rotating the scattered trajectory 

around the incident trajectory, keeping the angle (} fpp constant. \Ve check whether 

the four extreme comers of the ellipse ( ± x and ± y) lie within the acceptance of 

the rear chambers. In Figure 5.21, the event A will pass the cone-test while the event 

B will fail the cone-test. However, due to the very large acceptance of the rear FPP 

chambers only 1% of the incident events fail this test for the angular range (} fpp < 20°. 

As the figure shows, for (J fpp above 40° all the events fail the cone-test. Therefore the 

cone-test is necessary if one wishes to go to higher (} fpp angles. The cone-test results 

are shown in Figure 5.22. 

RearCh mber 

Figure 5.21: Schematic diagram to describe the cone-test. Event A will pass the 

cone-test while event B will fail the cone-test. 
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Figure 5.22: Cone-test results for 85 MeV /c pmiss point. The solid line shows the 

total # of events and the dashed line shows the cone-test failed events. Note that the 

y a.'<is is in logarithmic scale. For £lfw < 20°, less than 1.0 % of the events fail the 

cone-test. 

5.6.5 Separation of states. 

Since this experiment was performed with a waterfall target in the quasielastic 

region, we had H(e, e'p) in our acceptance at the 85 MeV fc pmiss point. These 

events had to be separated from 160 (e,e'p) data. Furthermore, for 160 data we 

had to separate the events into the individual valence states: lp1; 2 , lp3; 2 and ls1; 2 • 

For this we used a two dimensional plot of missing energy vs. missing momentum. 

Polygon cuts were used to separate the states as shown in Figure 5.23. On this 

plot the H(e,e'p) peak is present as a thick cluster of events at (Missing Energy = 

0, Missing Momentum= 0) and the radiative tail from His the band that extends 

at 45° to the missing momentum axis. The tail e."dending parallel to the missing 

momentum axis corresponds to H(e,e'p) events smeared due to the angular resolution 
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of the spectrometers. Since the 1s1; 2 state is a broad bump in missing energy, we 

used a missing energy bin of 25 MeV (30- 55 MeV) for this state. 
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Figure 5.23: The missing energy vs. missing momentum distribution for the 85 MeV fc 

pmiss point. See text for details. 

At several occasions over the course of the e.""q>eriment, there were shifts in 

the missing energy spectrum of up to about 6 MeV. These shifts are due to various 

reasons such as shift in the beam energy, shift in the horizontal position of the beam 

or changes in the dipole magnetic field. Before adding the runs together, we adjusted 

the beam energies used to analyze each run so that the 1p1; 2 peak in missing energy 

is aligned at 12.1 MeV as shown in Figure 5.24. 
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Figure 5.24: Note that the H(e,e'p) data has been removed by a software cut. 

5. 7 Extraction of Polarization observables. 

5.7.1 Asymmetry. 

To extract the final state proton polarization observables at the focal plane, 

we used the azimuthal angular distribution (t/>1pp) for the events that scatter off the 

carbon analyzer and pass the software cuts mentioned above. 

The 4> fpp distribution for positive or negative helicity events, a±, can be written 

in the following form: 

r(Ofpp,t/>fpp,T) =ot(Ofpp,T)[l + .4c(Otpp•T)(P(P)sint/>rpp- P~cost/>rpp) 

+ ao cost/>rpp + bo sint/>rpp + cocos2t/>rpp + dosin2t/>rpp}· (5.49} 

Here P[P and P,.1P are the transverse and normal polarization components 
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measured at the focal plane (here the polarizations P/P and P,1P at the focal plane 

are along yjp and xjp in Figure 5. 7}, h is the electron beam polarization, .4c is the 

analyzing power, afi(8tPP• T) and a0(01PP• T} are the total number of rescattered 

protons for+ and- helicity states respectively. Here a0 , b0 , c0 , do are the instrumental 

or false asymmetries of the polarimeter. The negative sign for the cosl/Jfpp PlP term 

is solely due to the definition of the angle l/J fpp· 

However, we are interested in the polarization observables at the target in the 

reaction plane (as denoted in Chapter 2). \Vhen going through the spectrometer mag

netic elements, the spin of the proton precesses. As a result, the target polarization 

components Pn, P{ and P: are mLxed together to give the focal plane polarizations 

PfP, P,IP and P/P. Note that we can measure only two components of the polar

ization, namely PlP and P/P. at the focal plane since the third component. P/P is 

perpendicular to the FPP. 

5. 7.2 Precession angle calculation. 

\Vhen the proton travels through the magnetic elements of the spectrometer, 

its spin precesses. In the simplest case we can assume that the spin precesses only 

due to a perfect dipole magnet. That is, there are no fringe field effects and the two 

poles of the dipole will be exactly parallel. In such a case the transverse component 

of the spin will be parallel to the magnetic field lines and will not precess. However, 

the longitudinal and the normal component of the spin will mLx together to give new 

spin values for PfP and P,1P at the focal plane. Such an effect can be calculated by 

the aid of a precession angle x (which is a measure of how much time the proton 

spent traveling through the dipole), given by 

g-2 
X= ~'Y(Jbmd 

1 
"(= 

Jr- efr 

(5.50} 

(5.51} 
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Here, g is the gyrcrmagnetic ratio, lhend is the bend angle for the proton through 

the spectrometer, E and p are the energy and momentum of the proton. In the 2-

Dimensional case where we assume that there is no change in the horizontal angle 

(5.52} 

The angle of 45° has to be added since the target and focal plane coordinate 

systems differ by a rotation of 45°. 

In the 3-Dimensional case, 

-1 • • 
8bend = COS f3tg • /3/p (5.53) 

1 
#tg = 2 2 

(tan 8tg• tan cPts• 1) ( 5.54} 
y'1 + tan 8tg + tan cPtg 

. 1 0 
.Brp = ., . (tan (8rp + -15 ), tanc/>rp, 1}. (5.55} 

.j1 + tan- (8rp + 45°) + tan2 c/>rp 

2-D and 3-D precession angle x plots for the 85 MeV fc pmiss point 160 are 

shown in Figure 5.25. 
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Figure 5.25: Event by event calculation of the precession angle x for 2-D and 3-D 
cases for 160 data. See te."<t for details. 
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5.7.3 Spin transport. 

To transform polarization components from target coordinate system to the 

focal plane coordinate system, we have to use the spin transport matrbc. If we assume 

a simple dipole for the magnetic elements, the spin transport matrix is a simple 3 x 

3 matrLx as shown below. 

piP n cosx 0 sinx Pn 

P/P - 0 1 0 ±!hiP: (5.56) 

P/P -sinx 0 cosx ±!hiP{ 
fp tg 

In reality, the high resolution hadron spectrometer consists of a dipole and three 

quadrupoles. Further, the dipole has edge effects or fringe field effects at the poles 

and all the magnetic elements have higher order poles and corrections. Therefore, the 

actual spin transport matrLx is different from the simple dipole matrix and it changes 

from one trajectory to another, since it is a function of the target coordinates (0, y, 

~' c5)t9 of the trajectory. 

The HRSH at Hall A was modeled using the differential analysis code COSY 

[115], [116} and a RAYTRACE code SNAKE [117]. For this analysis COSY was used 

to obtain the spin transport matrLx elements for each event. For more details refer 

to Ref. [118}. 
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COSY input. 

COSY is an arbitrary order differential analysis code which allows us to de

termine both the transport coordinates as well as the spin transport matrLx elements 

for a given set of magnetic elements. Table 5.3 and Table 5.4 give the characteris

tics and drift distances of the magnetic elements of HRSH used for the COSY input 

respectively. 

Magnetic element Radius (m) Length (m) 

Q1 0.075 0.9413 

Q2 0.150 1.8266 

Dipole 8.4 6.597 

Q3 0.150 1.8268 

Table 5.3: Characteristics of the magnetic elements of 

HRSH used for COSY input. 

Magnetic elements Drift distance (m) 

target-Q1 1.6 

Q1-Q2 1.1661 

Q2-Dipole 4.4271 

Dipole-Q3 1.5983 

Q3-Focal plane 3.4505 

Table 5.4: Drift distances of the magnetic elements of 

HRSH used for COSY. 
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The symplectic map from COSY is a Taylor expansion of the spin matrix which 

relates the spin at the target to the spin at the focal plane as a function of the target 

coordinates Yt9 , 8t9 , f!>t9 , and 6. 

vVe can denote the real spin transport matrix as 

piP n Snn Snt Snl Pn 
piP 

t - Stn Su Su ±lhiP{ 
piP Stn Stt Su ±lhiP{ l fp 

P~ = Snn Pn ± Snt I hiP~ ± Sndhl P~ 

p~P = Stn Pn ± Su lhl P~ ± Sttlhl P~. 

tg 

(5.57) 

(5.58) 

(5.59) 

Accumulated spin transport matrLx elements for 160 data from the pmiss = 
85 ~leV fc kinematic setting with a comparison to the pure dipole case, are shown in 

Appendix C. Substituting equations 5.58 in equation 5.49 we obtain, 

a±(8Jpp,f/>fpp, T) =a~(OIPP•T)[l + .-lc(Otpp•T) (StnPn ± Su lhiP: ± Sulhl Pf)sin¢rpp 

- .-lc(Snn Pn ± Snt lhl Pt ± Sntlhl P{) cos¢rpp 

+ ao cos¢rpp + bo sin¢rpp + cocos2¢rpp + d0sin2¢rpp]· (5.60) 

5.7.4 Difference distribution. 

Now taking the difference of the two normalized distributions for the two he

licity states and dividing by 2, the measured physics asymmetries at the target cor

responding to P{ and P{ (canceling all the instrumental asymmetries) are obtained, 

+ -
f(OrPP• f/Jrpp) = 

2
a + -

2
a _ = (Stt I hi Ac Pt + Sulhl Ac Pf) sinf/Jrpp 

O'o ao 

Such difference distributions for Hydrogen, and the 160 lp1; 2 , 1Pat2 , and ls112 

states are shown in Figures 5.26 and 5.27. The phase shift of these difference 
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distribution is a measure of the form factor ratio for the proton. All four plots 

exhibit a nice sint/> IPP' cos¢ fpp distribution as expected. We fit these distributions 

with the function shown below and obtained the two coefficients of interest a(8/pp) 

and b(81pp)· 

f(Orpp• ¢rpp) = a(Orpp) cosq)rpp + b(8rpp) sin¢rpp + c(8rpp) cos2¢rpp + d(Orpp) sin2¢rpp· 

(5.62) 

A Fourier Transformation of equations 5.61 and 5.62 gives, 

211" 

a(8rpp) = .!. { -(Snt lhl Ac P~ + Snl lhl Ac PDcos2f/)rpp d¢rpp 
7r lo 

b(Orpp) = .!. r11" (Su lhl Ac p~ + Stl I hi A: PDsin2¢rpp d¢rpp· 
7r Jo 

Replacing the integral with a finite sum, 

•) [ N l a(Orpp) = - ~ ~ (S~t (lhl Ac P~) + S~dlhl Ac Pf)) cos2¢}pp 

b(Brpp) = ~ [ t. -(S!, (\hi . .\c P;) + S!1 (\hi A, P;)) l sin'<l>f ••. 

(5.63) 

(5.64) 

(5.65) 

(5.66) 

where N is the total number of unpolarized events. For each event, the spin 

transport matrLx elements and the polar scattering angle cl>}pp will be different. Since 

we have two equations and two unknowns this allows us to determine the two quanti

ties of interest (hAcPD and (hAcP/). Using the beam polarization (h) and the average 

analyzing power (.-\.c), we determined the polarization observables at the target, P{ 

and P:. 
Note that Ac, a, and b are functions of the polar scattering angle 0 fpp· We 

performed this analysis for four small (} fpp bins and then took a weighted average of 

P[ and P; over these angular bins to obtain the final polarization components. 
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Figure 5.26: Difference distributions of l/Jtpp for Hydrogen (left) and the lp112 state 

of 160 (right) with the fits superimposed. 
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Figure 5.27: Difference distributions of 4>tPP for the lp3; 2 (left) and ls112 (right) states 

of 160 with the fits superimposed. 

Though we do not use a simple dipole appro."<imation to determine the spin 

precession through the spectrometer, simple dipole method was used as a cross check 

to see by how much the values change due to the actual spin precession. We found 

out that the differences between these two methods for the case where there is a 

symmetric distribution of events through the quadrupoles and the dipole, such as the 
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160 data and the H data at the parallel kinematic point, were less than 2% for all 

the data sets. However in the case of Hydrogen data at the 85 MeV I c pmiss point 

(see Figure 5.28) , where the events are at one corner of the phase space, there is 

quite a big difference between the simple dipole analysis and the real spin precession 

analysis. about 9%. Nevertheless, for J.LGE!GM, the Hydrogen results at the parallel 

kinematic point and at the 85 MeV/ c pmiss point both are in very good agreement 

with each other to less than a percent level when the full correction is performed. 

This gives us confidence in our analysis, especially the spin precession method. The 

Ot9 vs. rf>t9 plots for the hadron arm for these two cases are shown in Figure 5.28. 
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Figure 5.28: Ot9 (out-of-plane) vs. rPtg (in-plane) distributions for the hadron arm 

at the target for the two extreme cases of H data. As the figure shows the parallel 

kinematic setting has a symmetric event distribution in both Bt9 and rPtgr while the H 

events in 85 MeV I c point are at a corner of the acceptance. 
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5.8 Determination of instrumental (false) asym-

metries. 

Instrumental asymmetries can arise due to several reasons. They are mainly 

due to the variations in the efficiency of the chamber system and to the residual 

misalignments. Although in section 5.58 we talk about only four coefficients for 

the false asymmetries, this can be an infinite series of () fpp dependent coefficients. 

However, since the Fourier series is orthogonal, the higher order coefficients do not 

affect the fit to the physically significant terms. 

'vVe obtained some measure of the false asymmetries by measuring the final 

state proton polarizations for the case of unpolarized electrons elastically scattering 

off of H. Since there can be no normal component of polarization at the target for 

Hydrogen, the total asymmetry measured corresponds to the instrumental asymme

try. For heavier targets, an induced Pn can occur from FSI. The H measurements 

were performed using polarized electrons. By summing the two helicity states, we 

effectively formed an unpolarized beam. Further, since we normalize the two helic

ity distributions before summing them, we do not produce an additional asymmetry 

due to the possible small differences in the number of events for the two states. As 

shown by the following equation, the sum distribution should be flat in the absence 

of any instrumental asymmetries. Any non-zero elements correspond to instrumental 

asymmetries. The sum distribution for H data is given by 

a+ a- . . 
?+ + ;;-:: = 1 + ao cosc/>rpp + bo smt/>rpp + co cos2c/lrpp + sm2c/lrpp· 
_ao -ao 

(5.67) 

The sum distribution for H with the fit superimposed is shown in Figure 5.29. 
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Figure 5.29: Sum distributions for Hydrogen showing the instrumental asymmetries 

with the fits superimposed for the parallel kinematic setting. 

A listing of the instrumental asymmetry terms obtained for the whole focal 

plane are shown in Table 5.5. They are all less than 0.006, which is close to the 

design goal of the FPP. 

Term Value Error 

COSlPJpp -0.0056 0.0018 

sinr/>fpp 0.0058 0.0018 

cos2l/Jtpp 0.0027 0.0018 

sin2l/Jtpp 0.0054 0.0018 

Table 5.5: Values obtained for the instrumental asymme

tries for the whole focal plane. 

For the determination of Pf and Pf, false asymmetries do not matter since 

they cancel out in the difference distribution to the first order. In any case, this was 
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checked for the H data by fitting the difference distribution with the function 

f(Orpp.tPfpp) =(K + acoscpfpp + bsinc/JJpp) x 

(1 + ao coscpfpp + b0 sincp!PP + co cos2cpfpp + do sin2cpJpp). (5.68) 

Here the instrumental asymmetry terms were explicitly incorporated as ao, bo, c0 , do. 

The difference between the two analyses for both a and b coefficients were less than 

1% while the statistical error bar was about 4%. 

5.9 Determination of analyzing power. 

Since the measured asymmetries were a product of the polarization and the 

average analyzing power {.-lc), to determine individual polarizations we need to know 

the analyzing power for the p- 12C reaction. This is the probability that a proton 

scatters off of a 12C nucleus with a spin dependent asymmetry. 

Though the experiment 893027 [124J will eventually parameterize .-lc for the 

12C reaction from the Hall A FPP data, it was shown that for the angular range 0 fpp 

from 5° to 20° data the measured Ac agrees with the Los Alamos parameterization 

(McNaughton et al. [15}). Though there exist a wide range of other parameteriza

tions for Ac in the p- 12C reaction, only two of these could be used in the proton 

kinetic energy range employed for this experiment. These were the McNaughton pa

rameterization and the Aprile-Giboni et al. [16] parameterizations. Though these two 

parameterizations have very different functional forms they both produce Ac values 

that are in good agreement with each other for our data. 

5.9.1 McNaughton parameterization. 

Using the low energy range from McNaughton (kinetic energy< 450 MeV), 

(5.69) 
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where 

r = p sin Brpp· (5.70) 

Here pis the momentum of the proton in GeV fc, and a, b, c, dare energy dependent 

fourth order polynomials of the form 

(5.71) 

p' = p - 0.7GeV fc. (5.72) 

These coefficients are given in Table 5.6. The systematic uncertainty given for this 

method is 2%. 

5.9.2 Aprile-Giboni parameterization. 

The second functional form of .-lc we investigated was from Aprile-Giboniet al. 

Here we used the high energy fit (150 to 571 MeV). 

[ 
sinBrpp . l 

Ac(BrPP• T) = D(Brpp• T) a(T) 1 ~(T) . 28 (T) . 48 + c>(T) smBrpp + sm fpp + "'f sm fpp 

(5.73) 

1 
D(Brpp• T) = 1 + C exp[Ofpp/2B;(T)] (5.74) 

o;(T) = Co+ C1 (15/p/3)2
• (5.75) 

Here o;(T) is to account for the angular resolution of the detector system used 

to obtain these fit parameters. Here D(OJPP• T) is an empirical damping factor which 

has an effect on the small angle scattering, and a, {3, "'f, c) are energy-dependent third 

order polynomials of the form, 

4 

a(T) = EanXn 
i=O 

X= (T -400). 
200 

(5.76) 

(5.77) 
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Here, Tis the kinetic energy of the proton, given in MeV. The systematic error 

due to this method is 1.4 %. 

I McNaughton I I Aprile-Giboni l 
ao 5.3346 Go 3.3561 

al -5.5361 Ql -0.91758 

a2 2.8353 Q2 0.38654 

a3 61.915 Q3 0.30807 

a4 -145.54 /3o -7.9741 

bo -12.7i4 {31 5.3176 

bl -68.339 !32 12.532 

~ 1333.5 /33 -3.1091 

b3 -3713.5 "Yo 857.93 

b4 3738.3 "Yl 810.41 

co 1095.3 "Y2 -127.21 

cl 949.50 "Y3 -163.39 

c2 -28012.0 c5o 0.079421 

C3 96833.0 c5l 0.12568 

c4 -118830.0 c52 -0.082377 

c 58.361 

Co 0.12 

c1 0.38511 

x.2/d.o.f. 1.54 x.2/d.o.f. 1.14 

Table 5.6: Coefficients used for the McNaughton and 

Aprile-Giboni parameterizations. 

Since this method is reliable only for small carbon thicknesses (3cm to 12cm) and 

we had a 22.5 em thick carbon-block, rather than using the kinetic energy of the 
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proton at the center of the carbon we used the exact kinetic energy for each particle. 

Knowing the energy loss through carbon and the interaction point, we calculated 

the proton kinetic energy at the interaction point of the track with carbon for each 

particle. We found out that the energy loss through carbon is approximately linear, 

and it was 5.2 MeV /cm-1 for an incident proton energy of 412 MeV. 

Figure 5.30 shows a plot of average analyzing power vs (} fpp for H in parallel 

kinematic data using the McNaughton parameterization. 
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Figure 5.30: Analyzing power vs (} fpp using McNaughton parameterization, taking a 

weighted average over the energy bins. 

We used the analyzing power calculated using McNaughton parameterization 

to obtain the beam polarization from the H data, taken in both parallel kinematics as 

well as in 85 MeV fc pmiss point. The results of the overall analyzing power obtained, 

taking a weighted average over the angular bins, for each of these kinematic points are 

shown in Table 5. 7. For the 160 data we computed Ac using these methods for each 

kinematic point, each individual state and for different bins of (}fpp· These results are 

shown in Table 5.8. 
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Kinematic point Ac 

H in parallel 0.383±0.008 

H in 85 MeV fc piss 0.416±0.008 

Table 5.7: Average analyzing power for H data. 

Kinematic point Ac 

85 MeV fc pmiss 

lp112 state 0.391±0.008 

1P3/2 state 0.385±0.008 

lst/2 state 0.387±0.008 

140 MeV fc pmiss 

lPt/2 state 0.407±0.008 

1P3/2 state 0.407±0.008 

ls112 state 0.409±0.008 

Table 5.8: Average analyzing power for 160 data. 

5.10 Determination of beam polarization. 

As mentioned in Chapter 4, for this experiment the beam polarization was 

measured using a Matt polarimeter located at the injector at the 5 MeV point. Since 

this was the first physics experiment to use polarized beam at Jefferson Lab, the Matt 

polarimeter was also in its first stage of operation. Furthermore, since the beam had 

to steer through different magnetic elements of the beam line, this polarization can 

be different from the beam polarization at the target. Therefore we needed to have a 

cross check on these Mott numbers. Since we had Hydrogen data at the focal plane 

for one of the settings we could easily do this using the FPP. 
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5.10.1 Mott analysis. 

There were several Matt measurements taken on different days throughout each 

kinematic setting. These Matt results are shown in the Appendix D. An average po

larization for each kinematic point was determined by taking the mean value with 

respect to time. The statistical error for the beam polarization for each kinematic 

setting was obtained by taking the rms variance for each of the measurements with re

spect to the mean value. Figure 5.31 shows the individual polarization measurements 

made for each kinematic point and Table 5.9 shows the average Matt measurements 

for each kinematic point. 
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Figure 5.31: Beam polarization measurements obtained from the Matt polarimeter. 
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Kinematic point h 

Parallel 0.356±0.023 

85 MeV /c pmiss 0.314±0.022 

140 MeV fc pmiss 0.296±0.019 

Table 5.9: Average beam polarizations (h) for each kine

matic setting obtained by the lVIott polarimeter. 

5.10.2 FPP analysis. 

134 

According to Arnold, Carlson and Gross (30}, from a free proton target, one can 

deduce the analyzing power times the beam polarization. Since the two polarization 

transfer observables are related to the ratio of the form factors times J.L, and we already 

know this ratio, I' G E / G M, 

p~ = -2yfr(1 + r)tan(Oe/2) (GE/GM)2 + r(~:~~~+ r)tan2(8e/2)) (5.78) 

P' _ (Ei + Er) y'r(1 + r)tan2(8e/2) 
1 - MN (GE/GM)2 + ;(1 + 2(1 + r)tan2(8e/2)) (

5
·
79

) 

GE = (hAc(Oe)P~) (Ei + Er) tan(Oe/2) (5.80) 
GM (hAc(Oe)~) 2MN 

r = Q2/4M~. (5.81) 

Here the quantities (hAc(Otpp)Pf) and (hAc(OJpp)Pf) are known from the anal

ysis described in section 5.7. By knowing Ac and either P{ or P: one can deduce the 

beam polarization, h from the quantities (hAc(Otw)Pt) and (hAc(Otw)P{). 

Since we already know .4c from the parameterization, we can obtain the beam 

polarization h. Figure 5.32 shows the comparison of the beam polarization for the 

85 MeV/ c recoil momentum point using the .Mott values and the FPP values for dif

ferent run times. The overall average beam polarization obtained from the .Mott was 
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0.314±0.022 while the FPP gave a value of 0.319±0.013 which is in good agreement 

with the Mott results. 
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Figure 5.32: Comparison of beam polarization using FPP data and Mott data. The 

horizontal axis represents the time of different measurements taken during the 85 

MeV fc pmiss point. 
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Chapter 6 

Results and Discussion. 

In this chapter we present the polarization transfer observable results from 

the experiment E89033. First we present the results for the two Hydrogen data sets 

and compare them to theoretical predictions. Second, we discuss the techniques we 

have used to correct for the phase-space averaging effects due to the finite acceptance 

of the hadron spectrometer. Next we will discuss how we obtained the theoretical 

predictions for the polarization observables at the target using these methods, so that 

we can truly compare the theory to the experimentally obtained data. Finally we will 

present the 160 polarization transfer results compared to the theoretical predictions 

available. We conclude with a discussion of the future developments that can take 

place in this area of nuclear physics from the point of view of an experimentalist. 

6.1 H(e,e'P) data. 

As mentioned in the earlier chapters, the use of the waterfall target had the 

additional advantage of providing H(e,e'.P) data simultaneously with the 160(e,e'.P) 

data. By measuring the polarization of the recoiling proton corresponding to H( e,e'P), 

we can determine the electric to magnetic form factor ratio times the J.', 1-'G E / G r.r for 

the free proton. From Chapter 5, the 1-'GE/GM ratio is related to the polarization 

137 
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observables by 

(6.1) 

(6.2) 

Here Oe is the event-averaged electron scattering angle, and Ei and E, are the 

energies of the incident and scattered electrons respectively. For each (:) IPP bin, r(O Jpp) 

and the kinematic factor K were obtained from the relevant data set. Finally taking 

a weighted average over the angular bins, p. Gg/GM was obtained. Here Oe can be 

written as 

0 _ _ L [cosOo + tPtg sin Oo] 
e-COS . J1 + o;g + l/J~g 

(6.3) 

Here Oo is the spectrometer central angle for the electron arm, lPtg and Ot9 are 

the in-plane and the out-of-plane angles measured with respect to the spectrometer 

central ray for each event. 

The H(e,e'P) data were present in the experimental acceptance for the parallel 

kinematic setting as well as in the pmiss = 85 MeV /c kinematic setting. Table 6.1 

summarizes the results for p.GgfGM calculated for the H data in these two kinematic 

settings. 

Observable H in pmiss=O MeV I c H in pmiss=85 MeV I c 

p. G';;/G~r 0.905±0.065 0.897±0.065 

H 0.302±0.013 0.298±0.017 

Pt -0.199±0.006 -0.194±0.005 

Table 6.1: H results for the two kinematic settings. 

Figure 6.1 shows the value of p. G E I G M for the free proton extracted for several 

bins of relative momentum, d = ~· As the figure shows, the p.GEIGM ratio is very 
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stable across the dispersive direction. This indicates that our systematics are under 

control, in both tracking as well as in spin precession. 

u 

u 

.... 

Figure 6.1: p.GEfGM vs. relative momentum c5 for H data. 

The average p. GE/GM for both data sets was 0.901 ± 0.046. Figure 6.2 shows 

this average value compared to the currently available theoretical calculations plotted 

as a function of Q2
. Here "G K" corresponds to an extended vector dominance model 

by M.F. Gari and W. Kriimpelmann [119]; "GKl" corresponds to the standard form 

of [120] with a helicity-Oip scale corresponding to the quark-gloun scale and "GK3" 

corresponds to a helicity-Oip scale corresponding to a meson scale and the strange 

quark contributions are taken into account via the ¢>-meson. "MMD" corresponds 

to a vector meson dominance model by P. Mergell, U.G. Meissner and D. Drech

sler [121], (122]. Here the distinction between "MMD!", "MMD2" and "MMD3" is 

the use of the existing proton and neutron form factor data for the fits: "MMD2" uses 

some extra low Q2 proton data and some more neutron data than that of "MMD1". 

"MMD3" is a fit which also includes the data from the time-like (Q2 < 0) region. 

"Hohler" corresponds to a vector dominance model by G. Hohler et al. [43]. "CBM" 

corresponds to the D.H. Lu et al. [123] calculations using a Cloudy Bag Model 

(CBM). As mentioned in Chapter 2, the e.xperimental point agrees well with the 

MMD modeL 
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In a following high precision experiment using a liquid H target to measure 

the form factor ratio for the free proton using the recoil polarimetry technique, 

E93027 [124] measured a value of 0.93±0.02 [125] at the same Q2 point of 0.8 

(GeV fc) 2
, agreeing very well with the free value we measured. 
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Figure 6.2: I' G8 /GM vs. Q2 for the free proton compared with available theoretical 

predictions. 
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6.2 160 ( e,e'p') results. 

6.2.1 Comparison of theory to experiment. 

In crossing the bridge between experimentally observed quantities and the 

theoretical predictions for polarization observables at the interaction point, there are 

three main aspects one has to take in to account: 

1. Experimentally we measure the polarization observables over a finite acceptance 

that is determined by the acceptances of the electron and hadron spectrometers 

used, as opposed to a point acceptance as used by the theorists. 

2. Due to the finite acceptance one has to worry about the mL'<ing of other helicity 

dependent observables. 

3. One has to correct for the fact that the knocked out proton has to travel through 

the nuclear medium until it comes out of the effective interaction region of the 

rest of the nucleus before being detected. Furthermore, before the interaction 

with the knocked out proton, the corresponding electron has to travel through 

a medium having Coulombic interactions where it loses energy and momentum. 

The first effect, accounted for by acceptance averaging of the theory is described 

below. The second and third effects are accounted for in the theoretical calculations 

as described in Chapter 3. 

6.2.2 MCEEP. 

The theoretical calculations are evaluated for point acceptances while in ex

periments we have a finite acceptance. Thus in order to compare the theory to the 

e.xperimentally obtained observables, we need to take into account the variations of 

these theoretically obtained observables over the experimental acceptance in variables 

such as w, q, Bpq, t/1, Q2 and pmiss. 
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Since it is not sufficient to merely compare the theory evaluated at the cen

tral kinematics with experimental observables measured and averaged over a finite 

acceptance, we used the Monte-Carlo code MCEEP to fold in the theoretical models 

over the known experimental acceptance. MCEEP was written by P. E. Ulmer [126]. 

Given the response functions, for a particular theoretical model, MCEEP uses them 

in a grid over a selected set of variables. In our case we chose the variables to be w, q, 

pmiss and ¢. MCEEP will interpolate the theory between these grid points to obtain 

the response functions for any event in the acceptance, using a linear interpolation 

algorithm. Taking in to account the theoretical cross sections and the acceptance 

effects MCEEP then weights the polarization observables across the acceptance to 

give the final acceptance-averaged theoretical predictions at the target. 

MCEEP can be used for calculation of elastic scattering {e,e'), scattering to 

a bound state of a residual nucleus (e,e'p), or scattering to the continuum. In the 

case of bound states MCEEP performs a five dimensional integral where the ejec

tile momentum is calculated using five kinematic choices (for example, electron and 

proton momenta, in-plane and out-of-plane angles for the electron and for the pro

ton}. MCEEP can also be used for the analysis of uncertainties. MCEEP outputs 

cross sections, yields (convolution of cross section and acceptance) and polarization 

observables. 

The first step in using MCEEP for acceptance averaging was to compare the 

yields generated by the simulation to the experimental yields to verify that the sim

ulation is capable of reproducing the experimental acceptance. Figure 6.3 shows the 

experimental };eld compared to yields from MCEEP folded in with a DWIA cal

culation by J .J. Kelly. There is reasonable agreement between the simulation and 

experiment. Since the experimental acceptance is uniform only up to ±3% in 8 and 

after that the acceptance drops off rapidly (the E89003 experimental results for the 

relative efficiency for the HRSH spectrometer using the same waterfall target is given 

in Ref. [127}), while in the MCEEP we assume a uniform acceptance for 8 ± 4% the 
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distributions are not exactly the same as the simulated ones. 
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Figure 6.3: Comparison of kinematic quantities of real data with Monte-Carlo simula

tions obtained using a DWIA calculation. The solid curve represents the Monte-Carlo 

results while the dashed curve gives the experimental data. 

MCEEP Input. 

The main Input Deck to MCEEP requires the following input: 

1. Target type specifications with the missing mass for the bound state. 

2. Kinematics of the reaction (energies and angles). 
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3. Momentum and angular acceptances for the two spectrometers. 

4. Target information: the waterfall target geometry was incorporated in MCEEP 

with the correct foil thicknesses. 

5. A theoretical model for the nuclear polarized and un polarized response func

tions. 

6. Desired software cuts: We used a global cut for the missing momentum range 

we are interested in (40- 160 MeV /c). 

Non-relativistic DWIA calculations generated by Kelly's code LEA were folded 

into MCEEP for acceptance averaging. We did not use any spectrometer optics in 

MCEEP since we were comparing theory to experiment at the target. 

Coordinate systems for polarization observable& used by MCEEP. 

~ 

I 

cr ---
~ 

ll 

Tarp& 

Figure 6.4: The two frames of reference used in which the polarization observables are 

determined in MCEEP, the reaction frame (left) and the spectrometer frame (right). 

Note here t/>pq=180° is for 9p > 99 and for such a trajectory the only difference between 

the two frames is the sign change in the transverse component. 
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The input response functions to MCEEP are independent of the azimuthal 

angle ¢J and therefore independent of the frame of reference, in contrast to the polar

ization observables. In MCEEP, there are two coordinate systems in which one could 

extract the final state proton polarizations: The reaction frame which changes with 

each particle and the spectrometer frame which is a space fi.xed frame. \Ve used the 

spectrometer frame since the experimentally observed observables were calculated in 

this frame. 

The components of polarization are defined as shown in Figure 6.4. In the 

reaction frame, the longitudinal component is along the momentum direction of the 

hadron, n is normal to the reaction plane containing the ij and the proton momentum, 

and the transverse component is in the reaction plane but normal to the longitudinal 

component such that n, i and i define a right-handed system. By convention n points 

downward for coplanar kinematics with ¢J = 180°. Thus we have 

~ p 
(6.4) 1 =-

IP1 
ii= 

ijxp 
(6.5) 

lrfx PI 
t=nxl: (6.6) 

Note that this frame changes from event to event. 

In the space-fi.xed spectrometer frame, i is along the central ray of the transport 

system, n is vertically down at the target (along the dispersive direction, x) and i is 

given by i x n. Therefore for a proton coming along the central ray of the spectrometer 

with ¢J = 180°, the only difference between the two frames is the sign change in the 

transverse component ( Pt). The spectrometer frame exactly matches the coordinate 

system used to evaluate the experimental results. 

6.2.3 LEA. 

As one of our theoretical calculations, we used the code LEA (see Chapter 3) 

to obtain the polarization observables and response functions. 
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Coordinate system used for LEA. 

Since the experimentally determined quantities are in the spectrometer frame 

in MCEEP, we had to give the point acceptance theory from LEA also in the same 

coordinate system. Since for a proton coming along the central ray the two frames, 

reaction and the spectrometer, are the same, we employed the reaction frame (the 

coordinate system referred to as the helicity frame in LEA) to obtain the point ac

ceptance theory in the spectrometer frame. The helicity frame is the frame normally 

used by theorists to calculate the final state polarizations. Furthermore missing mo

mentum is positive for Op > Oq (or Opq>O) in LEA. This is the same in the experiment. 

In the present experiment P{, Pt were measured only for positive pmiss values. 

Form factors used for the free proton. 

In LEA we assumed free values for the form factors for the proton inside the 

160 nucleus, calculated the P{ and Pt and compared to data. Differences between 

these calculations and the data would indicate possible modifications of the form 

factor ratio in the nuclear medium. The H(e,e'j)} data from this experiment indicated 

that all3 MMD model [121], [122] predictions agree well with the free form factors. 

Results from a more recent detailed H(€, e'jf) experiment, to be published, support 

this choice [124] as well. Thus, this model was used in LEA to obtain the proton form 

factor values. 

For a three dimensional grid in the space of independent variables w, q and 

pmiss the unpolarized and polarized response functions were obtained from LEA to 

perform the phase-space averaging. In MCEEP, each event generated within the 

acceptance was binned using the same 3-D grid used by LEA. Then for each event, 

the polarization observables were calculated using the response functions given by 

LEA for that grid bin and the azimuthal angle, l/J, for the event. As explained later, 

l/J played an important role in the acceptance averaging for the pmiss=85 MeV fc 

kinematic point. The experimental ranges for the four variables, w, q, pmiss and l/J 
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used to obtain the response functions from LEA are given in Table 6.2. 

Kinematic point q(MeV /c) w(MeV) pmiss(MeV /c) l/J 

85 Pt/2 940- 1060 395- 465 40- 160 70°- 290° 

85 P3/2 940- 1060 400- 475 40- 160 70°- 290° 

85 St/2 940- 1060 410- 480 50- 170 70°- 290° 

140 Pt/2 940- 1060 395- 465 70- 210 120°- 250° 

140 P3/2 940- 1060 400- 475 80- 210 120°- 250° 

140 St/2 940- 1070 410- 500 100- 230 120° - 250° 

Table 6.2: Ranges for the four independent variables used 

to do the phase space averaging. 

147 

Comparison of acceptance-averaged theoretical results from LEA to experi

mental results are shown in Table 6.3 below. There is fair agreement between the 

experimental results and the acceptance-averaged theory for most of the settings. 

Kinematic point P/(E.xp) Pf(Theory) Pt(E.xp) Pt(Theory) 

85 1Pl/2 0.304±0.074 0.305 -0.219±0.065 

85 1P3/2 0.217±0.057 0.285 -0.105±0.051 

85 1s112 0.416±0.056 0.307 -0.159±0.049 

140 1Pt/2 0.325±0.050 0.310 -0.085±0.047 

140 1p3/2 0.259±0.035 0.278 -0.159±0.030 

140 1sl/2 0.289±0.044 0.295 -0.065±0.039 

Table 6.3: Comparison of acceptance averaged theory to 

experimental data. 

Plotting of results. 

-0.176 

-0.183 

-0.150 

-0.140 

-0.144 

-0.092 

It is more illuminating to compare the e.xperimentally measured P{ and P: 

values at the two pmiss settings with the acceptance-averaged theory as a function of 
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pmiss. However, due to computational difficulties it is not possible to plot acceptance

averaged theory values of P{ and P{ as a function of pmiss. Thus the experimental 

values had to be compared to the theory evaluated for a point acceptance. 

The point acceptance theoretical values were obtained by using the central 

values for q, w, pmiss and l/>. To transform the experimentally obtained values of 

polarization observables to point acceptance values, a factor R defined below was 

utilized. The R factors for each of the kinematic points are shown in Table 6.4. 

R = Point theory (6.7) 
Acceptance averaged theory 

Experiment point acceptance = R (Experiment full acceptance). (6.8) 

I Kinematic point I R(P{) I R(Pf) I 
85 lpl/2 1.034 0.976 

85 1P3/2 0.966 0.986 

85 lst/2 1.023 0.914 

140 lP112 1.028 0.960 

140 1P3/2 1.004 0.985 

140 1s1/2 1.041 0.993 

Table 6.4: Factors used to transform experimentally ob

tained points to point acceptance experiment values. 

Results for 160 . 

The measured values of P{ and P{ in the spectrometer frame, transformed to 

point acceptance values using Eq. 6.7, compared to the DWIA calculations are shown 

in Figure 6.5. All three theoretical curves assume free proton values for the proton 

form factors inside the 160 nucleus. All three calculations seem to agree well with each 

other in the range of the missing momentum covered by this experiment, suggesting 

that model dependence of the polarization observables in the relevant range is not 
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large. Furthermore, the agreement of the experimental data points with the theory 

(with the only exception of the 85 MeV/ c missing momentum point of P{ in 1s112 state 

which is about two u away from the theory) suggests that the medium modifications 

of the form factors for the proton inside 160 nucleus are small. 
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Figure 6.5: P{ and P{ experimental results compared to three DWIA calculations 

for the three valence states of 160. The non-relativistic DWIA Kelly calculations 

were obtained by using LEA. Also shown are non-relativistic and relativistic DWLI\ 

calculations by Van Orden. These calculations are discussed in detail in Chapter 3. 
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Discussion of acceptance averaging. 

As the Table 6.4 indicates, the acceptance averaging effects in the spectrometer 

frame used here are small for both kinematic settings. The Figure 6.6 shows the 

polarization observables as a function of ¢ in the spectrometer frame . 
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Figure 6.6: Variation of polarization observables with ¢ in the spectrometer frame 

and the corresponding yields. The left side corresponds to the pmiss = 85 MeV fc 
setting, while the right side corresponds to the pmiss = 140 MeV fc setting. The 

variations with ¢ are less pronounced than in the reaction frame shown in Figure 6.9. 

The variation of the polarization observables P{ and P{ in the phase space of 

the hadron spectrometer in the spectrometer frame is shown in Figure 6.7. As the 
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figure indicates, the maximum variation is from 0.19 to 0.16 for Pt {14%) and 0.31 to 

0.30 for Pf {3%), making the phase space averaging meaningful. 
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Figure 6.7: Variation of polarization transfer observables P{ and Pt across the accep

tance of the hadron spectrometer for the pmiss = 85 MeV I c setting. Here 9pq is the 

horizontal variation while ¢J gives the out-of-plane range. 

If we had tried to do the acceptance averaging in the reaction frame, we could 

have had innumerable difficulties. In the reaction frame the acceptance averaged 

values differ greatly from the central, point acceptance values for the 85 MeV lc 

kinematic point, while for the pmiss=140 MeV lc setting the acceptance averaged 

and point values agree. This is due to the fact that for the 140 MeV lc setting with 

9pq - 8°, t/J is restricted to a small range centered around 180° while for the 85 MeV I c 

setting with 9pq- 2.5° (q vector in the acceptance), t/J can take a larger range. For the 

point acceptance case both these settings have t/J = 180°. The polarization observables 

depend strongly on l/J. Thus the large range of t/1 for the 85 MeV lc setting results in 

the acceptance averaged polarizations being very different from the point acceptance 

values in the reaction frame. 
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The relationship between the polarization transfer observables and the out-of

plane angle is given by 

P~ = I~ [V~T R~~ cosc/> + V~ ~} 

P~ = 1~ [V~T R~~ cosc/> + V~ ~]. 
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Figure 6.8: Polarization response functions. R'r_T, and J?h., (RiT' and Rfrr,) are the 

left (right) side, plots 3 and 4 respectively. These are DWIA calculations obtained 

from Ref. (27], for approximately our kinematics. 

As the equations above indicate, the 4> dependence of P{ ( Pt) is associated with 

the R'r_T, ( RtT' ) term, while the contribution of RJn., ( Rh·) term is independent of 

¢J. As illustrated by Figure 6.8, RtT' >> Rh·. Thus P{ is heavily dependent on 4> 

and the above-descr!bed acceptance averaging difference is significant for P{. On the 
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other hand, RiT' < Ifh.,. Thus Pf is only mildly dependent on ¢J and the acceptance 

averaged and central values of P( do not differ much. Figure 6.9 shows the yield and 

the polarization observables as a function of possible¢ values for 85 and 140 MeV /c 

points in the reaction frame. 
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Figure 6.9: Variation of polarization observables with ¢ in the reaction frame. The 

left hand side gives the values corresponding to the pmiss = 85 MeV /c setting, while 

the right hand side corresponds to the pmiss = 140 MeV /c setting. These plots were 

obtained through MCEEP with LEA, using D\VIA response functions. 

Due to this heavy dependence of P{ on ¢in the reaction frame, it was not mean

ingful to compare the data to acceptance-averaged theoretical values in this frame. 
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On the other hand, both Pf and Pt vary only very little with ¢ in the spectrometer 

fame as indicated by Figure 6.6. Due to this reason all the comparisons of the present 

results to the theory were done in the spectrometer frame. 

Mixing of other polarization observables in the spectrometer frame. 

The polarization observables are initially calculated by the theorists in there

action frame. When these observables are rotated into the spectrometer frame, all 

three components in the reaction frame mLx to give each observable in the spectrome

ter frame. However, since we are measuring helicity-dependent polarizations from the 

difference distributions of the helicity + and helicity- signals there is no possibility 

that we can get mL'<ing of helicity-independent polarization components into the he

licity dependent ones. Since we were not exactly in in-plane kinematics (as mentioned 

earlier the azimuthal angle¢> has a wide range in the pmiss = 85 MeV /c setting) there 

are some helicity-dependent out-of-plane polarization components that can contribute 

to our measurement. As discussed in Chapter 2, the helicity-dependent normal com

ponent P~ is the polarization component that is not present in the in-plane case, but 

comes in the general out-of-plane case, given by 

(6.12) 

As indicated in the discussion on the response functions in Chapter 2, R'ffr is 

non-zero in both PWIA and in DWIA. The contribution from this helicity-dependent 

P~ in the reaction frame to the P{ and Pt calculated in the spectrometer frame 

are given in the Table 6.5. Due to the way the different contributions mLx, the P~ 

contribution to Pt is much more significant than toP{. As expected the table shows 

that the contributions of P~ to the Pt at the pmiss = 85 MeV/ c setting is almost an 

order of magnitude larger than at the 140 MeV jc setting. 
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Kinematic point P~ on (P{) P~ on (PD 

85 1Pl/2 0.0009 -0.1060 

85 1P3/2 0.0010 -0.0941 

85 1s112 0.0010 -0.0637 

140 1Pl/2 0.0007 -0.0297 

140 1P3/2 0.0007 -0.0258 

140 1s1/2 0.0006 -0.0184 

Table 6.5: Contribution from the helicity-dependent nor

mal component, P~ in the reaction frame to, P/ and Pf, 

calculated in the spectrometer frame. 

Systematic uncertainties. 

155 

The main sources of systematic errors for this experiment are associated with 

the knowledge of spin precession through the hadron spectrometer. kinematical quan

tities, analyzing power and the incident beam polarization. 

Error type ~;i (%) :W.<%) a(Ge£GM) (%) 
(Ge/G.w) 

Ytg (1.5 mm) 0.45 0.30 0.7 

Btg (2 mr) 0.40 0.26 0.6 

4>t9 (1 mr) 0.33 0.23 0.5 

al'e (1 5x10-3) P, • 0.15 0.15 0.5 

Total on spin 0.61 0.43 1.04 

Table 6.6: Systematic uncertainties on P{, Pf, and 

p.(GE/GM) due to spin precession. 

The range of the kinematical quantities were fed in to the spin precession analysis code 

to obtain the total systematic uncertainty due to the spin precession on individual 
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polarization-transfer observables and on J,LGe/GM. The percentage errors due to spin 

precession are given in Table 6.6. Here total systematic error is calculated by adding 

individual errors in quadrature. 

Table 6.7 gives the systematic uncertainties due to other variables, obtained 

using MCEEP and the model LEA. For the beam polarization we assumed a 5% 

systematic uncertainty, although the FPP and Matt values agreed to better than 

2%. Uncertainty due to beam polarization is the largest systematic error for this 

analysis. However, from the current Molar and Matt measurements in Hall A, the 

systematic uncertainty can be quoted as 3% for future measurements. Both Table 6.6 

and Table 6.7 numbers include the effects due to finite acceptances. 

Error type ~:,; (%) a~j (%) a(GELG.ul(%) 
(GE/G . .,,) 

.-\c (2%) 2.0 2.0 0.0 

h (5%) 5.0 5.0 0.0 

Oe (1 mr) 0.16 0.14 0.21 

at, (LOx to-3 ) 0.03 0.07 0.08 

a~. (1.5x w-3) 0.00 0.00 0.00 

Total (with spin) 5.42 5.40 1.06 

Table 6. 7: Systematic uncertainties on P{, P:, and (J.L 

Ge/GM) due to spin precession. 

To estimate the model uncertainty we again used 2 different D\VIA theoretical cal

culations; DW1A non-relativistic from LEA and DWIA relativistic from Van Orden. 

The model uncertainty including only the p states for the two kinematic settings give 

values of 3.35% and 6.02% for P{ and Pf respectively, and if the s states are also 

included, the model uncertainties are 4.02% and 6. 70% for P{ and Pf respectively. 
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Quantification of the medium modification effects on the form factor ratio. 
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Figure 6.10: Comparison of P{ and P: for a form factor suppression of 15% with free 

form factors. P{ and pt experimental results with theory using Kelly's code LEA for 

the three states of 160. The solid line corresponds to free values of the form factors 

while the dashed line corresponds to a suppression of 15% of the charge form factor. 

The theoretical motivation for this is discussed in detail in Chapter 3. 
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As discussed in Chapter 3, the calculations by Thomas et al. (96] have indicated 

that at the kinematics of this e..xperiment, the electric form factor of the proton should 

be suppressed by "' 15% due to medium effects, while the magnetic form factor should 

be basically unchanged. Thus, in order to quantify the medium modification effects 

on the proton, we performed the LEA calculation. changing the electric form factor by 

15% from its free value while keeping the magnetic form factor as it is, and obtained P{ 

and Pt. The P{, Pt curves thus obtained for each state, compared to the experimental 

results are shown in Figure 6.10. 

As the figure indicates, there is a distinct difference between the two theoretical 

curves. However, the high statistical uncertainty of the experimental results prevents 

us from distinguishing between the two curves. Since the systematic uncertainties for 

the experimental results are very small (less than 3%), if one does a high statistics 

measurement using the recoil polarization technique to quantify the medium modifi

cation effects using the FPP at Jefferson Lab Hall A, one should be able to distinguish 

between the two curves. Being the first experiment to use polarized beam at Jeffer

son Lab, this experiment suffered heavily due to beam unavailability. However, being 

the first experiment to look for medium modification effects using the recoil polar

ization technique, this experiment has been successful in defining a low systematic 

uncertainty method for future experiments. 

Possible J.L~ ratio for proton inside 160 and a super ratio. 

We know that in the case of a free proton Pf I P{ ratio is directly proportional to 

the form factor ratio with a known kinematic factor, J.L ~"';!' tan(8el2) which is equal 

to 1.37 in our kinematics. As far as the one body current operator is concerned, the 

Pf I P{ ratio for 160 is also only a function of the form factor ratio and not a function 

of individual form factors. The relationship between the polarization observable ratio 

and the form factor ratio for the proton inside 160 nucleus can be written as a linear 
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function (at least for the p states) 

Pt K' _ Gs 
Df - J.LG . 
rl M 

(6.13) 

vVe used the code LEA to obtain the constant K' for each of the kinematic 

points of this experiment. Using these constants K'. and our experimental results for 

Pt I P{, we were able to calculate possible form factor ratios for the proton inside the 

160 nucleus. The results are shown in the Table 6.8. 

I Kinematic point I K' I 
85 1PL/2 1.555 1.120±0.401 

85 1P3/2 1.403 0.6i9±0.374 

85 1sl/2 1.843 0.704±0.244 

140 1Pt/2 2.001 0.523±0.318 

140 1P3/2 1.734 1.064±0.247 

140 1s1/ 2 2.899 0.652±0.411 

Table 6.8: Possible form factor ratios, (J.L G E I G M) for 
160, assuming that the one body current operator pro

vides an adequate description of the (e, e'P) reaction; see 

text for details. 

We combined the J.L Gs/GM values given for different states, weighting by 

the statistical error. However we did not include the ls1; 2 state data in this average 

because the ls1; 2 state is a wide bump spread out in missing energy and therefore it is 

not possible to separate ls1; 2 contributions from the continuum contributions. Thus 

we took the weighted average of the p states to obtain the J.L GsiGM ratio at each 

kinematic setting. This gives J.L Gs/GM values o£0.84±0.27 and 0.88±0.20 for pmiss 

= 85 MeV /c and pmiss = 140 MeV lc respectively and an overall average o£0.87±0.16 

for the J.Lg! ratio (weighted by the cross section and by the statistical uncertainty). 

The world data using the cross section also predicts approximately a value of 0.81 
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for the ratio, p.Gg/GM inside the nuclear medium and this again agrees with our 

measurement qualitatively (going in the right direction) as well as quantitatively even 

though with a large statistical uncertainty. Note that since this result is independent 

of the analyzing power of the FPP (Ac) and the beam polarization (h), it is a cleaner 

result than the individual polarization observables. Note that the overall average does 

not take into account the fact that K' depends on the individual state, nor the fact 

that p. Gs/GM could depend on the individual nuclear state. 

A better way to take an overall average that is independent of the state is to 

compute the super ratio, 

P' ( t-}e:rperiment 
I 

( fi)free • 
pt theory 

(6.14) 

Here (Gg/GM){;;~ is the polarization observable ratio assuming the free val

ues for the bound nucleon form factors. If we assume that the one body current 

operator provides an adequate description of the 160 (e, e'P) reaction, and the differ

ences between theory and experiment arises solely from medium modification effects 

of the nucleon form factors, we can write 

( ~ }e:rperiment _ (~)medium 
( ft)/ree - (S!.L) · 

P, theory G M free 

(6.15) 

Given these conditions we can consider the super ratio numbers given in Ta

ble 6.9 as a measure of the medium modification effects on the nucleon. The results 

are consistent with no medium modifications to the free nucleon form factors within 

our statistical sensitivity. 
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Kinematic point (~)medi1lm 
(~)free 

85 MeV /c point 0.936±0.304 

140 MeV fc point 0.982±0.224 

Overall 0.968±0.181 

Table 6.9: Possible super ratio's ( ~i:P{}:t;,.";;jr;:ecent ) for 160, 
I Pt lhcorJI 

assuming one body current operator is an adequate de-

scription (see text for details). 

6.3 Drawbacks of this experiment and improve

ments for the future. 

There were several problems that prevented us from doing the best possible 

measurement. The foremost drawback was the low statistics. Being the first physics 

e.xperiment to use polarized beam at Jefferson Lab, and being one of the first exper

iments in Hall A, this experiment suffered heavily due to accelerator and equipment 

failures. Total beam time for the polarization transfer measurements was only about 

150 hours. Frequent '"recesiations" of the polarized source and accelerator down times 

reduced the beam availability to the hall. 

Even though the beam polarization is immaterial to the determination of the 

P: / P{ ratio, the product, hAc is important for the determination of the individual 

polarization observables. Higher values of h and Ac correspond to lower statistical 

uncertainty for individual polarizations. The electron beam polarization during this 

experiment was low ("-'29 - 30%) at an average beam current of only "" 40J'A. The 

polarized source group at TJNAF was beginning to understand the polarized beam 

system at the time of this e.xperiment. After a year of operation and practice, they 
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are now able to deliver 70% polarized beam with over 1001-'A with a new kind of 

source (strained GaAs) where as earlier they were using a bulk GaAs crystal. 

Another pitfall was the inefficiencies of the FPP chambers. One of the rear FPP 

chambers (ch. 3) had a high level of inefficiency during the time of this experiment. 

Even though we had two "U" and two ·~v" planes in that chamber, there were times 

when not a single U or V plane of chamber 3 fired. This resulted in the rejection of"' 

30% of the events. This also increased our statistical uncertainty. The FPP chambers 

had been close to 100% efficient at later time periods. 

Of the two 160 kinematic settings of this experiment, the 85 MeV/ c kinematic 

setting contained a considerable out-of-plane contribution. As was described earlier 

in this chapter, this made it difficult for the results from this setting to be compared 

to the theoretical calculations in the reaction frame. There was mL'<ing of other 

polarization observables as well. Thus instead of 85 MeV /c, if a setting with pmiss 

"' 100 MeV /c were chosen from this experiment, the measurement would have been 

"cleaner". Since the momentum distribution for the p states peak around 100 MeV jc, 

as shown in Figure 6.11, this choice would have been better in terms of counts as well. 

At higher pmiss the s state is weaker. However, since the s state is a wide bump 

spread over missing energy it is difficult to isolate the s state contributions from the 

continuum contributions. This makes the s-state in 160, a poor choice to compare 

to theory to look for medium modifications. Thus the kinematics of this experiment 

could be optimized for the p states. 
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Figure 6.11: Momentum distributions obtained for 1p112 and lP312 states of 160 taken 

from Jefferson Lab experiment 89003 [128]. 

6.4 Future of polarization transfer measurements 

and search for medium modification effects at 

TJNAF. 

Several high statistics measurements aimed at investigating medium modifica

tion effects are scheduled to run at Jefferson Lab. 

One experiment which is closely related to the present experiment is experi

ment E93049 [129] which is scheduled to run in the spring of 2000 in Hall A. This 
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experiment is designed to measure the polarization transfer observables in the reaction 

4He(e, e'pj3H using the Hall A, FPP, and thereby to quantify the effects of medium 

modification effects. For this reaction the only valence state available is the 1s112 

state. The 1s112 state being in a high density region will be very favorable in looking 

for medium modification effects. In this experiment P{ and P: will be determined as a 

function of Q2 , for 0.8 < Q2 < 4 (GeV fc} 2 and as a function of missing momentum in 

the range of 0 to 250 MeV fc . . As in the case of the present experiment, the determi

nation of the form factor ratio will have a small systematic error, since only one beam 

energy will be used and the kinematic configuration will be fi.xed. However, their es

timated statistical errors are much smaller than the statistical errors for the present 

experiment. The proposed measurements will give an accurate experimental value of 

the ratio P{ f Pt with a statistical uncertainty of about 2%, 3% and 5% for Q2 of 0.8, 

1.5, and 3(GeV fc} 2 respectively. The predicted P{ and P: polarization components 

of the ejected proton versus missing momentum are shown in Figure 6.12. Here, P.~. 

P~ and P$ correspond to P:, P{ and Pn respectively. Again, it is seen that, for P{ 

and Pt the deviations from P\VIA due to charge-exchange, FSI and MEC effects are 

negligible for missing momenta below 300 MeV fc. 
The predictions from A.W Thomas et al. [130], for 4He for the medium modifi

cation effects are shown in Figure 6.13. With the high statistical precision anticipated, 

E93049 will be able to definitely test the calculations of Thomas et al., and also several 

other calculations that present the medium modification effects of the nucleon. 
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Figure 6.12: The spin transfer polarizations P.y, Pz, and P~ of the reaction 
4He(e, e'P'l H calculated by Laget [129}. The dashed curve is the PWIA prediction, 

and the solid curve represents the results of the calculation including FSI and MEC 

effects. 
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Figure 6.13: Predictions for the change of the charge (Gs) and magnetic (GM) form 

factors with respect to the free values for 4He performed by the Adelaide group using 

a QMC model [130]. 

6.5 Summary and conclusions. 

Polarization transfer observables, P{ and P[ for the 160(e, e'PJ reaction have 

been measured in the quasielastic region with Q2=0.8 (GeV lc)2 in perpendicular 

kinematics for the three states lp112, 1P3t2 and lstt2 at two recoil momenta points, 85 

MeV I c and 140 MeV I c. The same measurement was performed for the free proton 

at the same value of Q2, and the form factor ratio, IJ G8 IGM for the free proton was 

calculated and compared to existing theoretical calculations. A free form factor ratio 

of0.90±0.04 was obtained at Q2 = 0.8 (GeVIc)2• 

The individual polarization transfer results were compared to a non-relativistic 

DWIA calculation from Kelly and non-relativistic and relativistic DWIA calculations 

from Van Orden. Both calculations used the free nucleon values for the form factors 

of the proton inside 160 nucleus. These calculations used MMD and Hohler models 
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to obtain the free values of nucleon form factors. At a Q2 of 0.8(GeV /c) 2 , and both 

these models agree with the free nucleon form factor ratio of 0.9 measured during this 

experiment. 

The specific conclusions can be summarized as follows: 

• This experiment measured a value of 0.901±0.0-16 for the form factor ratio, 

J.LGs/GM for the free proton at Q2 of 0.8 (GeV /c) 2 , and this value agrees 

with the vector meson dominance model calculations by Meisner et al. (MMD 

model). This allowed a direct comparison of the form factor ratio between the 

free proton and the bound proton from a simultaneous measurement, hence 

reducing systematic uncertainties. 

• Comparison of the measured polarization observables and the theory evaluated 

for free form factor values show good agreement. 

• \Vi thin the statistical precision of this experiment this indicates that the medium 

modifications are less than 18%. 

• However, due to high statistical uncertainty, this experiment could not distin

guish between a calculation using free form factor values and one using form 

factor values suppressed by 15% as predicted by Thomas et al. 

• Both theoretical and experimental arguments show that the recoil polarimetry 

technique is a powerful and precise tool for studying medium modification effects 

of the nucleon. 

• Systematic uncertainties on the form factor ratio using the recoil polarimetry 

technique can be as small as 3%. 

This benchmark experiment using the recoil polarimetry technique, to look for 

medium modification effects has been successful in showing that due to the small 

systematic uncertainty, a similar but high statistics measurement would be able to 
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definitively test medium modification models. This is just the beginning of the search 

for medium modification effects using the recoil polarimetry technique, the times 

ahead will be very exciting. 
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Appendix A 

Alignment of the Focal Plane 

Polarimeter. 

Software alignment of the polarimeter chambers is necessary for the proton 

polarization data analysis. The FPP consists of 2 front straw chambers and two rear 

straw chambers (Figure 4.8). Each chamber has 6 straw planes. Chambers 1. 2, and 

4 each have three "u" planes and three "v" planes, while chamber 3 has two "u", two 

"v" and two "x" planes, see Figure 4.14. Using each chamber one can determine a 

point on the actual particle track in space. Therefore, the front two chambers measure 

the incident track to the carbon block in space, while the rear two chambers measure 

the scattered track. The distribution of the azimuthal scattering angle is a measure 

of the polarization of the protons. The azimuthal scattering angle is determined from 

the difference between the orientations of the front and the rear tracks. Thus in order 

to properly determine the azimuthal scattering angle distribution, one must align the 

four FPP chambers with respect to each other (internal alignment). Furthermore, 

since we use the polarizations measured at the focal plane by the FPP, to obtain the 

target polarizations, with the aid of a transport matrix, we must also align the four 

chambers to the VDC's (absolute alignment). 

Since the Hall A FPP is not aligned physically at all, one has to do a careful 
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software alignment, taking into consideration the misalignments between each pair in 

positions as well as in angles. To test the validity of the alignment method, during the 

FPP commissioning in Spring 1997 we moved each FPP chamber in they direction 

(only direction the chambers have flexibility of motion) by known distances. When 

these data were analyzed, the alignment method gave us the shifted distances with 

the correct direction ( + or -) to within a millimeter. Furthermore, after moving 

the chambers back to where they were before, and using dowel pins to ensure the 

physical reproducibility to a few micron level, the alignment parameters were found 

to be reproducible to within a mm in position and a couple of mr in angles. 

If the chambers were aligned properly, the 4> fpp distribution for all the unpo

larized scattered particles (helicity sum) should give us a fiat distribution for H(e,e'p) 

data. 

A.l Alignment procedure. 

Each FPP chamber was aligned separately to the VDC's. This takes care of 

angular and position misalignments within the group; front or rear. We used only the 

"'golden tracks" for this alignment. A "golden track" is defined as a track for which 

each plane of that chamber got a single hit. For this alignment, each FPP chamber 

has six physical offsets with respect to the central ray and the central plane: 

• Three position offsets: 

- Uoff- Distance (in em) to the first straw of u plane from the center. 

- Voff- Distance (in em) to the first straw of v plane from the center. 

- Zoff- z position (in em) of the middle of the chamber with respect to the 

VDC center. 

• Three angular offsets: 
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- Ouv - Angle of in-plane rotation (in degrees) of the chamber with respect 

to the central uv a:<is. 

- O::u- Angle of out-of-plane rotation (in degrees) of the chamber around the 

z a.-cis, in the u direction. 

- (}zv- Angle of out-of-plane rotation (in degrees) of the chamber around the 

z a.xis, in the v direction. 

These offsets are shown in figures A.l and A.2 

VFPP 

Vvoc 

Uvoc 

Figure A.l: In-plane rotation from VDC to FPP. 

1n 
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First straw of the 
plane 

z 

VDC 

Figure A.2: The cross-section of an FPP chamber on the ZV plane showing the 

out-of-plane rotation. 

For each golden track, the VDC u, v positions (in em) and u-slope ,v-slope 

angles (in radians) were obtained using the VDC track information. The same vari

ables were obtained for each FPP chamber at the mid-plane of that chamber, using 

the FPP track information. Using the positions and angles of the track calculated at 

the VDC, the track was projected up to the mid-plane of each FPP chamber. Since 

VDC's have a better angular resolution (0.3 mr) than the FPP (about 3 mr), it is 

always better to project VDC values on to the FPP than the other way around. Then 

for the difference between the projected VDC values (positions as well as angles) and 

the FPP values at each FPP chamber, a x2 minimization was performed to obtain 

the best values for the offsets given above. The relevant equations for the projection 

are given below. 

For the position calculations: 
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In Figure A.2 

z = Zof f + Uof f x tanOzu + Vof f x tanOzv (A.l) 
1- tan(U slopevdc) x tanOzu- tan(V slopevdc) X tanOn· 

vjpp = v'Cv~dc + V slopevdc x z)2 + (z- zof !)2 (:\..2) 

u,pp = J(Uvdc + u slopevdc X z)2 + (z - zof !)2 • (A.3) 

From Figure A.2 to Figure A.l 

Vvoc = V!w- Voff (A.4) 

Uvoc = U1w- Uof f. (:\..5) 

In Figure A.l 

\tf-pp = cos(Ouv + Ouvo) x Vvoc- sin(Ouv + Ouvo) X Uvoc (:\.6) 

UFPP = cosOuv x U-v·oc + sinOuv x Vvoc. (A.7) 

For the angle calculation: 

From Figure A.2 

V slopefpp = Ozv + V slopevdc (A.S) 

U slope/w = Ozu + U slopevdc· (A.9) 

In Figure A.l 

V slopeFPP = cos(Ouv + Ouva) X V slope/PP - sin(Ouv + Ouvo) X U slopefpp (A.lO) 

Uslopefpp = cosOuv x Uslope/PP + sinOuv x Vslupefpp· (A.ll) 
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Figure A.3 shows the difference distributions for the tracks reconstructed us

ing the fourth FPP chamber and using VDC's after the alignment procedure was 

performed. 
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Figure A.3: Difference distributions for the four variables u, v, u-angle and v-angle 

between the measured values from chamber 4, FPP and VDC after the alignment 

procedure was performed. The mean and the resolution for each variable are shown 

on the plots. 
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Such obtained offsets for the FPP at Hall A are given in the table A.l. The 

table A..2 gives the physically meaningful offsets in x and y directions for the mis

alignment of each chamber with respect to the VDC coordinate system. 

I Offset I Ch. 1 I Ch. 2 I Ch. 3 I Ch. 4 I 
ZaffCm 189.093 305.473 397.256 433.977 

U0 1fCID -100.442 -102.149 -134.422 -152.937 

VaffCID -80.777 -80.506 -123.247 -138.689 

B:v 0.043 0.200 0.381 0.032 

8~u -0.055 -0.169 -0.574 0.330 

8~v -0.832 -0.916 -1.089 -0.860 

Table A..1: Offsets obtained for FPP chambers. 

I Chamber I dx (em) I dy (em) I 
1 -5.23 1.07 

2 -5.75 -0.05 

3 -3.44 -0.72 

4 -6.08 0.52 

Table A.2: physical offsets of chambers with respect to 

VDC's 
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A.2 Incorporation of alignment in the tracking rou

tine. 

We used the offsets calculated using the alignment procedure along with the 

above equations to transform the positions and angles measured by each FPP plane 

in to the VDC coordinate system. As the equations indicate, the transformation of a 

u position measured by a '"u" plane to uvDc also requires the knowledge of the Vppp 

position at that "u" plane. Similarly, the transformation of a v position also require 

the knowledge of the u coordinate at that "v" plane. Since within one chamber, the 

planes are parallel to each other, we can project the position measured by the "u" 

planes of one chamber on to each v plane of the same chamber and use those as the u 

positions on the "v" planes. Figure A.4 illustrates how this projection is performed. 

After the transformation to the VDC coordinates, each hit will have a corrected 

u or a v position with respect to the VDC coordinate system. These values are used 

as inputs to the tracking routine. 
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U planes 

zuv 
, 

I 

Figure A.4: Projection of the u positions on to the 'V' planes. 

Once the positions measured at the planes are transformed in to VDC coor

dinates, the positions measured at all sLx front u planes (three from chamber 1 and 

three from chamber 2) are used to calculate the front u position and the u angle. 

Similarly the front v planes are used to calculate the front v position and front v 

angle. The use of all six planes allows for higher accuracy of the angle calculations 

due to the long lever arm. In case some planes did not fire, we can use any number of 

planes in tracking up to sLx. Same procedure was used for the rear chambers. Position 

resolutions achieved were of the order of 0.5 em and the angular resolutions were of 

the order of 5 mrad (using both chambers to determine the positions and angles). 
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This method resulted in instrumental asymmetries of the order of 0.006 (all 

four terms. as shown in table A.3). A plot of the Cartesian scattered angles Osc vs 

l/Jsc provides a qualitative measure of the quality of alignment. See Figure A..5. The 

symmetric "equi-strength" circles indicate a high level of alignment for the present 

case. 

I Term I Value Error 

cosl/J -0.0056 0.0018 

Sin¢ 0.0058 0.0018 

cos2¢ 0.0027 0.0018 

Sin2l/J 0.0054 0.0018 

Table A.3: Values obtained for the instrumental asym-

me tries 

-101 
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Figure A.5: Osc vs lPsc distribution for unpolarized events. 
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Appendix B 

Beam energy from H(e,e'p) angles 

In this appendL"< we deduce the formula used for the beam energy measurement 

in Chapter 5. 

From Figure 5.9, e1 denotes the scattered electron, p denotes the momentum 

of the recoiling proton and ei denotes the incident electron. E's for the energies and 

M's for the masses are used. 

e· I 

p 

e 
r 

Figure 8.1: Incident, scattered electrons and scattered proton for the (e,e'p) reaction. 

From the conservation of energy, 

(B.l) 
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limit. 

From the conservation of momentum in the incident electron direction 

(8.2) 

and in the direction perpendicular to the initial electron momentum 

(8.3) 

Here we assume that the electron has zero mass in the extreme relativistic 

From equations A.2 and ...\.3 we can solve for E 1 and p 

Here 8t = Be + lJp. 

From equation A.l, 

Er = Ei s~nlJp 
smOt 

sin8e 
p=

sin8t · 

Squaring this and using the fact that E; = l'tii + p2
, 

(8.4) 

(8.5) 

(8.6) 

(8.7) 

Finally substituting for E1 and p from A.4 and A.5 in equation A. 7 and using 

E = 2 M [ sin8t (sin8p - sin8t) ] 
beam P { · 9 · 8 )2 · 2(J • SIDp-SIDt -sm e 

(8.8) 
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Appendix C 

Event averaged spin matrix 

elements from COSY. 

For the lp112 state at pmiss = 85 MeV /c kinematic setting. Comparison to 

the simple dipole case shows the matri.x elements Snt, Stn, Stl, Su should be equal to 

zero and Stt should be equal to one. Qualitatively the HRSH spin matri.x elements 

show the similarity to a simple dipole behavior. Here the structure of the Stt shows 

a high correlation with Ytg· 
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Appendix D 

Mott measurements for each 

kinematic setting 

Hydrogen data in parallel kinematics 

Date Polarization 

19 July 97 0.334±0.029 

19 July 97 0.349±0.029 

20 July 97 0.356±0.029 

21 July 97 0.384±0.025 

160 in 85 MeV fc Missing momentum point 

Date Polarization 

21 July 97 0.300±0.032 

21 July 97 0.314±0.025 

22 July 97 0.325±0.025 

23 July 97 0.291±0.026 
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26 July 97 0.327±0.025 

28 July 97 0.329±0.026 

29 July 97 0.326±0.025 

31 July 97 0.300±0.025 

160 in 140 MeV jc Missing momentum point 

Date Polarization 

31 July 97 0.329±0.026 

1 August 97 0.317±0.025 

2 August 97 0.308±0.025 

2 August 97 0.326±0.025 

2 August 97 0.302±0.025 

3 August 97 0.327±0.025 

3 August 97 0.284±0.025 

4 August 97 0.314±0.026 

4 August 97 0.293±0.025 

5 August 97 0.293±0.025 

5 August 97 0.278±0.025 

5 August 97 0.276±0.026 

5 August 97 0.308±0.025 

5 August 97 0.276±0.026 

5 August 97 0.280±0.025 

5 August 97 0.277±0.025 

5 August 97 0.289±0.026 

5 August 97 0.309±0.026 

6 August 97 0.296±0.025 
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6 August 97 0.270±0.026 

7 August 97 0.317±0.025 

7 August 97 0.285±0.025 

8 August 97 0.280±0.025 
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Appendix E 

Basic HRS tensor elements used 

for E-89033 

See Eqns. 5.15, 5.20 and 5.24 for the definitions of the tensor elements. 

E.l HRSE 

I Element I Co term 1 c 1 term 1 c2 term 1 c3 tem1 

tOOO -1.0027E+00 -3.3012£-01 -3.2536E-02 1.2912E-03 

yOOO -7.2837£-03 3.2563£-03 

pOOO -2.1774E-03 -8.9684£-04 

0000 8.5175E-02 1.0472E-02 

0100 -3.5017E-02 2.6963E-Ol 4.2004E-02 -2.4595£-02 

0200 -1.4479£+00 5.7568E-01 

0002 2.4081£-01 -7.7477£-02 -6. 7727E-01 

0020 3.6117£-01 -7.5655£-01 -7 .9962E-01 

DOll 2.6138£-01 6.8103£-01 

0300 2.4742E+01 
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I Element I C0 term 1 cl term 1 c2 term 

0120 -3.1889E+Ol 1.9336E+Ol 

0102 -2.6759E+01 

0111 -1.5159E+Ol -9.0963E+Ol 

0400 1.9030£+03 

0202 -9.9579E+02 

0220 -1.6571E+03 

0211 1.9152E+03 

0013 -1.4450E+02 

TlOO -2.2707E+00 4.9131E-01 1.4908E-02 

T200 -7.2421E+00 2.6135E+00 

T002 1.2824E-01 4.1137E-Ol 3.6680E+00 

TOll 1.0730E+00 -1.4196E+00 -3. 7090E+00 

T020 -4.2284E-Ol -3.6365E-01 

T120 2.5136E+Ol 

Tl02 2.0016E+Ol -5.1216E+Ol 

T300 1.0336E+02 

T040 5.9637E+02 

T022 1.0304E+03 

Tlll -2.1599E+Ol 

T202 -5.4090E+02 

T013 -1.0237E+03 

T031 -1.4686E+03 

T400 5.0437E+03 

POOl -6.9215E-01 -9.8569E-02 2.6903E-01 -1.0106E-Ol 

POlO -3.2907E-01 2.7852E-Ol -9.4349E-02 1.2984E-Ol 

P012 -3.9218E+00 5.1591E+Ol 
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I Element I C0 term 1 cl term 

PliO 3.0497£+00 -1.4259£-01 -7.7373£+00 

PlOl 5.9176£+00 -7.4720£-01 2.6263£+00 

P003 1.6310£+01 -3.0004£+01 

P201 3.1715£+00 -1.5169£+02 

P210 -9.3060£+01 7.9745£+01 

P030 -5.3575£+00 

P021 -1.7005E+Ol -1.0125£+02 

P103 -8.3756£+02 

P310 -1.87 46E+03 

P112 1.2034£+03 

Pl21 -7.0797£+02 

YOOl 6.6644£-01 -1.2792£+00 -5.9088£-01 1.0070E-Ol 

YOlO -1.1716£+00 -7.3591£-01 2.0473E-01 

YllO -1.2006£+01 -7.434 7E-O 1 

Y101 -5.5873£-01 -5.2015£+00 -4. 7578E+00 

Y012 4.9334£+00 

Y003 2.2622E+01 

Y201 4.5543£+02 2.3879£+02 

Y210 3.1102£+02 -9.1130£+01 

Y030 4.7275£+01 

Y021 6.1093£+01 1.8791£+02 

Y103 -7.9386£+02 

Y130 1.0332£+03 

Y112 1.8212£+03 

Y301 3.4467£+03 

Y310 2.0201£+03 

Y121 -2.0668£+03 
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E.2 HRSH 

I Element I Co term I Ct term 

tOOO -1.0050E+00 -3.3613E-Ol -4.0828E-02 4.1021E-03 

yOOO -2.8496£-03 -2.0963E-03 

pOOO -1.5000E-03 3.7015E-03 5.4167E-04 -3.8885E-02 

0000 8.4083E-02 1.0977E-02 

0100 -3.6552E-02 2.8788E-01 4.5414E-02 -2.4305E-Ol 

0200 -1.8889E+00 2.3637E-01 4.2717E+00 

0002 6.5985E-03 3.4792E-01 -7.3869E-Ol 

0020 5.7923E-Ol 6.7117E-01 3.6213E-01 

DOll 4.7218E-01 2.4993E-02 -5.0836E-Ol 

0300 3.0423E+01 -4.5712E+Ol 

0120 -6.6381E+00 5.4344E+Ol 

0102 -2.0548E+Ol -8.2423E+00 

0111 -2.3487E+Ol -3.6214E+Ol 

0400 2.1520E+03 

0202 -3.8587E+02 

0220 -4.8900E+02 

0004 -3.2195E+Ol 

0022 -1.5905E+02 

0013 9.8379E+01 

T100 -2.2896£+00 5.0418E-01 3.5689E-02 -7.0449E-Ol 

T200 -3.6320E+00 1.0594E+OO -1.2168E+00 

T002 9.2892E-01 -9.9527E-Ol 5.6382E-Ol 

TOll 1.0931E+00 2.3203E-Ol -2.2600E+00 

T020 1.9557E-01 -5.5917E-Ol 1.8563E+00 

T120 -3.5913E+Ol -5.0596E+Ol 
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I Element I C0 term I C1 term 

T102 7.0259E+00 -1.1836E+Ol 

T300 2.6225E+Ol 2.0447E+02 

T040 4.3965E+02 

T220 -2.6534E+03 

T022 6.7276E+02 

Tlll -1.6025E+Ol 1.0197E+01 

T211 -1.4569E+03 

T004 -4.9292E+02 

T202 -L1458E+02 

T013 -9.8358E+02 

T031 -8.3672E+02 

T400 -3.2178E+03 

POOl -6.3921E-Ol -1.3752E-01 2.5155E-Ol 3.3808E-02 

POlO -2.6977E-Ol 3.5996E-01 -2.9549E-Ol -4.1009E-01 

P012 -2.7086E+Ol 9.6591E+Ol 6.8284E+Ol 

PUO 4.1184E+00 -1.4942E+00 -3.6635E+00 

PlOl -L7979E+00 1.0219E+00 6.6895E+00 

P003 2.2081E+Ol -1.7388E+Ol 

P201 -4.4012E+Ol -1.1585E+02 

P210 -8.0492E+Ol 4.5335E+Ol 

P030 -5.2006E+Ol -6.8045E+Ol 

P021 7.2137E+Ol 7.0909E+Ol 

P103 -8.0018E+02 

P130 -9.5414E+02 

P301 -5. 7890E+02 
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I Element I C0 term I Ct term 1 c2 term 

P310 -1.2265£+03 

P112 1.6526£+03 

P121 4.2314£+02 

YOOO -2.8000E-03 5.0000E-03 

Y001 7.2375£-01 -1.2442£+00 -6.1419£-01 -5.1404£-02 

YOlO -1.3038£+00 -7.2763£-01 1.9965£-01 2.8169£-01 

YllO -1.4394£+01 -5.8599£-01 -2.1977£+00 

Yl01 -2.6824£+00 -7.7489£+00 

Y012 1.2734£+02 -1.4658£+02 

Y003 -2.7597£+01 1.5418E+02 

Y201 4.4010£+02 

Y210 2.3204£+02 -1.4032E+02 

Y030 1.0307£+02 6.0966E+Ol 

Y021 -9.2602£+01 4.1490E+01 

Y103 7.4580E+02 

Yl12 -8.2829£+02 

Y301 6.7646E+03 

Y310 4.2477E+03 
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